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EDITORIAL

KNOWING THE ANSWER
I once knew a pastor who explained his pastoral journey like this:
Let’s be honest. When I was 18, my mother was right: I did think
I had all the answers. By the time I graduated from college at 22,
I didn’t just think I had all the answers; I knew I had them!
When I got to 30, I realized I didn’t have all the answers, but I
was too stubborn to admit it. When I turned 40, I had finished
my doctoral degree. I began to realize that not only did I not
have all the answers, I also didn’t even know all the right
questions. When I reached 50, I had matured enough to admit
that I did not have all the answers. Now that I’m 60, I find that I
am forgetting the answers, but at this point in my life, I do know
one thing–there is only one Answer: Jesus. Everything I do must
be done through the power of God. It’s all Him!
One element of being a successful Christian leader, especially in ministry,
is understanding our weaknesses and limitations. We must become fully
reliant on God. Only when we do that can we be effective vessels through
which the Holy Spirit can work.
Throughout the Bible, we see examples of how God used ordinary and
fallible people to carry out His extraordinary plans.
●

●

●

●

Moses was an exiled refugee, wanted for murder, yet he was chosen to
lead God’s people to the Promised Land.
David slept with a married woman and then had her husband killed to hide
his sin, yet he was called a “man after God’s own heart” (1 Sam. 13:14).
Peter was a devoted follower of Christ but also an impulsive hothead,
yet he became one of the key leaders of the early church.
Paul was an educated Pharisee who hated and persecuted the early
church, but God met him in person on the road to Damascus and
transformed his heart.

Petr Cincala, Ph.D., is the director of the Institute of Church Ministry, Andrews University, assistant professor of
World Mission, the director of Natural Church Development (NCD) America, and the managing editor of the Journal
of Applied Christian Leadership.
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Being a Christian leader does not mean one has all the answers, but
perhaps it means a leader knows the One True Answer−Jesus Christ−and
submits to Him in all things.
This issue of JACL focuses on Christian leadership in ministry. We begin
with an article by Jason Styles entitled “Do Shepherds Make Bad Decisions?”
Styles walks us through the story found in Joshua 9−Joshua and the Gibeonite
deception. While Joshua was a revered leader and walked closely with God,
we see in this story where he went wrong in his dealings with the Gibeonites,
which ultimately led to bad decision-making.
Our Leadership Interview is brought to us by Ron Whitehead, executive
director for the Center for Youth Evangelism (CYE). In this interview, Whitehead
discusses how he combines business practices with ministry to create a
successful Pathfinder Camporee every five years, how the Camporee impacts the
lives of young people, and the importance of finding creative, relevant methods
to reach the next generation of Christians and Christian leaders.
Lisa Kralina, Chief Financial Officer of Awana Clubs International, kicks off
our Feature Article section by examining current practices and financial
valuations of expatriates and international missionaries. She suggests that by
integrating specific business disciplines, evangelistic expatriates will be better
positioned to reach biblical goals of discipleship. Kralina offers a model and
suggests practical implementations for churches and ministries sending
missionaries.
Our next article comes from Alan Wilson, who contributes from Ireland.
Wilson describes a research project which explored the significance of
transformative “crucible” experiences in the development of Christian leaders.
Just as the biblical characters mentioned above experienced transformational
experiences that aligned them with God’s plan, Wilson found that many times
“crucible experiences” function as intensified learning experiences during
which a leader’s beliefs take on an existential intensity. He also discovered
that other significant incremental factors shape a leader’s work.
Don Sanders of Harvester Christian Church brings us our final Feature
Article, in which he examines leadership through the lens of Uri
Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory. Sanders uses this theory as a
framework for developing authentic leaders, including four proposed action
steps to enhance leadership development in the church.
In our Leadership Lived section, Peter Smith walks us through eight
historical and biblical criteria for examining a ministry organization, citing
specific examples from the early church; these are grouped into three major
categories/directions: Reaching Up, Reaching In, Reaching Out. This article
discusses helpful insights for any Christian leader, but it is especially
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applicable to those in ministry.
We round out our articles with a practical contribution from the late Bruce
Moyer, introduced by Senior Editor, Erich Baumgartner. It deals with the
importance of properly caring for cross-cultural workers−specifically those in
“red zones”−and outlines steps that should be taken both before, during, and
after their deployment to ensure the physical, emotional, and spiritual
wellbeing of workers.
As always, the issue is not complete without book reviews on some of the
latest and most exceptional contributions to the world of Christian leadership,
as well as dissertation notices.
The Journal of Applied Christian Leadership is excited to share that all
articles from previous issues are now available on the new website, found at
jacl.andrews.edu. Articles older than a year since publication are available
without a subscription, while the most current articles (i.e., the last two
issues) are available by subscription only. You can also purchase or renew
your JACL subscription online on this website.
We hope that this issue will inspire thoughtful reflection on your personal
leadership and ministry. And, as is ever our goal, we hope that this will lead
you to a closer walk with Jesus.
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JASON STYLES

DO SHEPHERDS MAKE BAD
DECISIONS?
Actress Brittany Murphy once said, “Life presents you with so many
decisions. A lot of times, they’re right in front of your face, and they’re
complicated, but we must make them.” While she was not what we would
consider “an influential leader,” Murphy brings up an important point: every
individual has to make decisions in life, even if the outcome is unfavorable.
Like conflict, decisions are inevitable, and history has shown how leaders in
all capacities faced critical moments of making decisions. In the same vein,
Saaty (2008) states that individuals are fundamentally decision-makers;
everything we do consciously or unconsciously is the result of a decision.
Daft (2008) defines a decision as a “choice made from available
alternatives.” Ivancevich, Matteson, and Konapaske (2018) describe a decision
as a “means to achieve some result or solve some problems or outcome of a
process that is influenced by many forces” (p. 374). Both definitions illustrate
that decisions lead to resolution. Daft (2008), like Ivancevich et al., states that
decision-making is categorized into two groups. Programmed decisionmaking involves situations that are repetitive and routine, where a definite
procedure or developed formula is applied. Non-programmed decisionmaking refers to unique conditions that are poorly defined, unstructured, and
have no established process for handling the problem, either because of
uncertainty or complex decisions that result in essential consequences.
Ivancevich et al. (2018) highlight the importance of decision-making in every
aspect of life, including both personal and professional. Moreover, they
outline how decision-making can impact employees, customers, shareholders,
and, ultimately, a company’s reputation (p. 371). Additionally, Yukl (2013)
highlights how the decision process is often characterized more by confusion
and emotionality rather than rationality (p. 26).
Jason Styles is enrolled in the Organizational Leadership Ph.D. program with a concentration in Human Resource
Development at Regent University. He currently serves as an adjunct professor with the School of Business at the
University of the Bahamas. Additionally, he is an internationally certified project manager, an innovative business management strategist who consults with new start-ups and struggling small businesses in restructuring
processes to improve productivity. Jason’s consulting and research interests lie in intercultural relations, employee dynamics, business ethics, human resource development, organizational development, and international
development.
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Joshua as a Shepherd
There are multiple biblical instances where God’s assignment of men
leading is compared to a shepherd tending sheep (2 Sam. 5:2, Isa. 40:11; Ps.
23:1). The shepherd metaphor illustrates Christ’s relationship with His
followers, as He is our Great Shepherd (Resane, 2014). God often chooses
people to lead in the same way that Christ led His followers. One such
example is Joshua, a protégé and successor of Moses, who was selected to
lead the Israelites. While Moses was a prototypical shepherd, he is considered
to have been a vessel of the Spirit of Yahweh; this Spirit is seen as a “must”
to assist the individual with his tasks (Laniak, 2006). Therefore, it can be
assumed that Joshua made decisions through the help of God’s Spirit, just
like Moses, King David, and other leaders who loved God.

The Biblical Account in Joshua 9
Joshua 9:26 offers an illustration of decision-making in a biblical context.
This passage shows how Joshua’s decision-making hinged on the availability
of information and the possibility of failure, yet did not factor in certainty,
risk, uncertainty, and ambiguity. According to Johnson (2011), biblical
theology fundamentally undergirds decision-making processes. Every
decision requires individuals to interpret and evaluate information (Robbins &
Judge, 2013). However, Joshua, when approached by the Gibeonites, made a
hasty decision, and the result was that he was deceived. Joshua believed the
claim that the Gibeonites were told to follow him and allowed their provisions
to be sampled by the Israelites–all without seeking the counsel of God (Josh.
9:4, 14). Moreover, Joshua made a treaty of peace with the Gibeonites, letting
them live, which the leaders of the assembly ratified by oath (Josh. 9:15).
This account is an example of Joshua failing to conduct sufficient
investigation. Proverbs 19:2 says, “. . . It is not good for a person to be without
knowledge, and he who hurries his footsteps errs” (NAS). The decisionmaking framework is congruent with bounded rationality; a decision-making
tool seeks satisficing solutions and sufficiency, i.e., basing decisions on
limited knowledge and time or on choices that appear plausible for the
decision maker’s purpose (Robbins & Judge, 2013). Ivancevich et al. (2018)
also emphasize that time pressures, incomplete information, limited human
resources, and other factors impact the decision-making process (p. 379).
When we look at the story of Joshua, we see that he opted to utilize a fast and
frugal procedure; this infringed on the fundamental tenets of classical
rationality. Consequently, this decision-making process led to an ineffective
decision, resulting in allowing the Gibeonites, who were enemies of the
Israelites, to live close to Israel (Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 1996; Prov. 9:16).
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However, while Joshua played a central role in the negotiating process,
unnamed others were involved; the biblical account speaks to an assembly of
leaders who also supported the ratification of the peace treaty (Sutherland,
1992; Josh. 9:15). On a similar note, Ivancevich et al. (2018) sum up the process
of such decision-making challenges:
Managers rarely have all the information they need or want; decision
makers are not aware of all possible alternatives and are not able to
predict consequences; early alternatives and solutions are quickly
adopted because of constraints and limitations; the organization’s goals
constrain decision-making; and conflicting goals of different
constituents, for example, compromise solution. (p. 379)
In many cases, decision-makers choose the first alternative that satisfies
minimal decision criteria. However, making a “good enough” or acceptable
choice might not be the optimal decision for moving forward (Ivancevich et
al., 2018, p. 380).

Non-Programmed Decisions vs. Programmed Decisions
Leaders are continuously faced with making decisions, and decisionmaking is primarily concerned with creating solutions that will resolve
present problems and limit potential future issues (Ivancevich et al., 2018).
Likewise, the effects of a leader’s decisions usually impact all members of an
organization (Robbins & Judge, 2013); a prime example of this is the
consequence Israel faced as a result of Joshua’s decision when granting the
Gibeonites a peace treaty (Daft, 2008).
Leaders are mainly judged on the effectiveness of their decisions (Cray,
Haines, & Mallory, 1994). Given the importance of decision-making (to both
the leader and the organization as a whole), decisions should be made using
logic and strategies; this can be done by pooling all available resources,
evaluating, and interpreting information while developing an action plan
(Robbins & Judge, 2013). While potential challenges come with any decision
process, its foundation rests upon the two classifications of decisions:
programmed and non-programmed.
Programmed decisions relate to routine situations. Due to the repeated
nature of the problem, the leader is more likely to make decisions by using
historical information (Cray et al., 1994). In this regard, leaders can create
processes to handle the situation (Ivancevich et al., 2018). Programmed
decision-making is used in an extensive array of contexts, ranging from
simple to very complex.
In contrast, non-programmed decisions are those made amid unfamiliar
situations (Ivancevich et al., 2018). Due to their uncertainty, non-programmed
PAGE 10
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decisions require a degree of creativity and intuition by the leader in an
attempt to make the best decision (Prentice, 1975). However, even with this
category of decision-making, rationality is tantamount and should be utilized
to make consistent, sound, value-adding decisions (Robbins & Judge, 2013).

Personal Decision Framework
Making a decision is one of the most critical functions performed by leaders
(Yukl, 2013, p. 105). Indeed, while not all managers make decisions in the
same way, they all have a dominant style that impacts how they make their
decisions. Similarly, Joshua also had a dominant decision-making style. To
think more critically about what that style was, one must ask: what personal
decision framework did Joshua use most of the time?
Daft (2008) proposes that decision styles differ, depending on how people
perceive problems and make decisions. To emphasize this, Daft cited how
researchers identified four major decision styles:
Directive style which is used by individuals who prefer simple, clear-cut
solutions to problems; analytical style, where individuals consider
complex solutions based on as much data as they can gather; conceptual
style, which considers a broad amount of information; and behavioral
style, characterized by having a deep concern for others as individuals.
(2008, p. 301)
Based on Joshua’s interaction with the Gibeonites, the decision style most
clearly modeled is directive; Joshua made what he thought were simple, clearcut decisions without consulting elders or others in the hierarchy. Joshua’s
dominant decision style could have been a result of his background as a
trained member of Pharaoh’s army.

Why Do Leaders Make Bad Decisions?
Even the best manager will make mistakes; most poor decisions are errors
in judgment that originate in the human mind’s limited capacity that
managers display during decision-making (Daft, 2008). Campbell, Whitehead,
and Finkelstein (2009) also add that decision-making lies at the heart of
personal and professional lives. They suggest that individuals depend
primarily on two hardwired processes for decision-making: pattern
recognition, which is a complicated process that integrates information but
can mislead us; and emotional tagging, by which emotional intelligence
attaches itself to thoughts and experiences that are stored in our memories,
sending signals that tell us if we should pay attention to something or not.
Equally important, Daft (2008) discloses six biases that can assist leaders in
making effective choices: being influenced by initial impressions, justifying
THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
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past decisions, seeing what you want to see, perpetuating the status quo,
being affected by problem framing, and overconfidence.
From a biblical perspective, why did Joshua make a wrong decision, and what
shaped his bad decision when he fell for the Gibeonites’s trick? In this story, any
of these factors could have influenced his ineffective decision. Examining the
literary relationship between Deuteronomy 29:6 and Joshua 9:12–14 may shed
some light as to why the Israelites were so easily deceived (Kearney, 1973). In
Deuteronomy 29:6, God reminded the Israelites that as Moses led them out of
Egypt and into the desert, they had neither bread nor strong drink. However, in
Joshua 9:12–14, the Gibeonites brought bread and wine to the Israelites, saying
that they had heard what God had done for them in Egypt and that they were
sent by God to make a covenant with the Israelites. The Gibeonites’s deceiving
words connected with the Israelite’s past, specifically where God led their
ancestors out of Egypt and had provided for them. Similarly, the Gibeonites’s
false story made an emotional connection with Joshua and the Israelites. The
result was that the Israelite’s minds gave excessive weight to the information
presented by the Gibeonites; that information acted as an anchor to subsequent
thoughts and judgment (Daft, 2008).

Influence of Power
Daft (2008) defines power as the potential ability to influence the behaviors
of others, creating interaction between leader and followers. He added that
influence is a significant component in control, as it is the result of a person
acting on the attitudes, values, beliefs, or behaviors of others. According to
Robbins and Judge (2013), power is categorized into two general groupings:
formal power, which is based on an individual’s position in an organization;
and personal power, which comes from different and unique characteristics.
Having discussed the meaning and origin of power, we can see that Joshua
exemplified formal power in Joshua 9:1–18. The question is, how did Joshua
showcase his power? Joshua was Moses’s faithful assistant during the Exodus
and succeeded him as Israel’s leader after Moses died (Richards, 1999).
Furthermore, before Moses died, he blessed Joshua and appointed him as the
leader of the Israelites; both God and Moses approved Joshua. Under those
circumstances, Joshua influenced others because of this position within the
organization (i.e., Israel).
Legitimate power, also known as position power, is broader than the ability
to coerce and reward, but it includes member acceptance of the authority of a
position (Robbins & Judge, 2013). Interestingly, Ivancevich et al. clarify that
power is frequently prescribed by the structure within the organization’s social
system rather than attributes formed by an individual (p. 311). DeSilva (2008)
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posits that early Christians shared social values and ways of developing and
maintaining relationships such as patronage, kinship, and methods of ordering
the world. For example, the significance of the relationship between Moses and
Joshua caused Moses to take a deep, abiding interest in equipping Joshua for
the future (Richards, 1999). Moreover, a secure connection brings out the best
in people and provides them with the greatness that, in Joshua’s case, eased
the transition after Moses’s death (Richards, 1999, p. 79).

Quality Decision-Making
Decision-making is a critical component of management, crucial at all
organizational levels and made among different courses of action (Buhler,
2001). For example, the rational decision-making model commonly uses the
framework to make decisions; however, it is appropriate for some, but not all,
decisions (Buhler, 2001). Robbins and Judge (2013) indicate that the model
makes logical value-maximizing choices within specified constraints. Also,
the rational decision model relies on the decision-maker having enough
information to identify suitable options in an unbiased manner, choosing the
high utility option (p. 175).
Conversely, in Joshua 9:1–24, rational decision-making was not utilized.
Saaty (2008) discusses that when making decisions, individuals must know
the problem, the need and purpose of the decision, the criteria of the decision,
their sub-criteria, stakeholders and groups affected, and alternative actions to
take. Because Joshua never investigated the Gibeonites’s claims utilizing the
rational model, the results were unfavorable. It wasn’t but a few days after the
treaty that Joshua realized what the Gibeonites had plotted; however, at that
time, it was too late to alter his decision because the Gibeonites were within
close proximity. Additionally, because he and the leaders of the assembly had
made an oath in God’s name, they had to abide by their pledge.

Conclusion
The story of Joshua is a cautionary lesson for leaders; decision-making
should never be taken lightly. Although not all circumstances carry the same
weight, each decision has a consequence that impacts everyone involved.
Joshua’s decision emphasizes the importance of rational decision-making in
every scenario. Leaders must use available resources to solve situations as
they arise and utilize analytical decision-making techniques.
In the same way that Joshua should have inquired of the Lord, who was the
ultimate Source to consult in this scenario, leaders should also employ wise
counsel or ask experts when making significant decisions. Even though he
was a shepherd of the Lord, Joshua leaned on his own knowledge and
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understanding and thus made mistakes. Any Christian leader, like Joshua,
must learn from their mistakes to avoid making the same faulty decisions in
the future.
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INTERVIEW WITH RON WHITEHEAD

REACHING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF LEADERS
Petr Cincala, Ph.D., is director of the Institute of Church Ministry, Andrews
University, assistant professor of World Mission, the director of NCD America
(Natural Church Development), and the managing editor of the Journal of
Applied Christian Leadership.
Ron Whitehead has served in four North American Division unions as a local
pastor, conference youth, and church ministries director. He has also served the
NAD as associate youth director and directed five International Pathfinder
Camporees. At Andrews University, Ron has served as assistant to the president
for Spiritual Life and currently serves the Seventh-day Adventist Theological
Seminary as assistant professor for Youth Ministry and executive director for
the Center for Youth Evangelism. Since 1996, Ron has been honored to serve the
Lake Union Conference as youth director.
Some of Ron’s most recent ministry projects include an International
Camporee for over 50,000 participants and the development of COR (Church of
Refuge) congregations that support senior youth/young adults with their walk
with Christ and their local church.
Ron is married to an amazing woman, the former Betty Lou Becker. Together
they have three young adult children, Stacy, Heidi, and Ryan. Ron’s hobbies
include but are not limited to: high-tech toys, classic cars, boats, and large
events like Passion Plays.
The International Pathfinder Camporee is held in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, every
five years. Pathfinders from over 100 countries come to play, share, learn, and
worship together. It’s an opportunity of a lifetime–sure to strengthen attendees’
relationships with God.
Petr Cincala, on behalf of the Journal of Applied Christian Leadership: How
did God call you to work in youth ministry?
Ron Whitehead: I don’t think I ever “started” youth ministry; it’s always
been a part of my personal and professional lifestyle. Ever since I was a young
person, I loved youth ministry. As I got older and started pastoring, I continued to be involved in youth ministry. It was my number one form of evangelism. When I did children and youth programming at the local church, I had
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some amazing results: baptisms, bringing families back to the local church
that weren’t active, etc. We were able to make church relevant again to a lot of
young people.
JACL: When did you realize God had given you unique leadership skills?
RW: God has given me unique leadership skills in the context of building
organization and structure–specifically in formulating ways that involve other
people. At my first church in Waynesville, North Carolina, I partnered with
the local Channel 4 news for a health fair. During that event, I found that I
was gifted in the area of building teams around an idea and getting a large
group of people to work together for a common goal. I found the same methods worked well with my elders and their responsibilities.
JACL: And this led your church to grow?
RW: Yes. My background was in business, which I studied in college. My dad
was a businessman, and he influenced me as I grew up. In college, I took a lot
of business courses, but late in my undergraduate career, I switched to religion. My business experience and spiritual life blended for me. The resulting
leadership style ultimately led to church growth.
JACL: Now, you are known for heading up the Oshkosh Pathfinder Camporee–
an event that was once about to go extinct, if you will, but now it is booming
with an attendance of 55,000+ participants from around the world. How is it
possible to organize such an event, especially considering it is built upon a
base of volunteers?
RW: I first give credit to the Holy Spirit because I believe He uses different
people for different callings, different responsibilities. Years ago, the
Camporees were going away. But God put it on my heart; He’d wake me up at
night, telling me, “We need to gather our Pathfinders together, support them,
and celebrate them.” In 1994, we started with 12,000 attendees; then it went
to 22,000 in 2004, 32,000, 42,000, and now 55,000+ in 2019. It is all God doing
something extraordinary.
However, I also believe people want a good, quality experience. If you offer
something spiritually impactful, they will respond.
JACL: How do business practices help in making the Camporee successful?
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RW: I believe there are three or four business principles that make Oshkosh so
successful. One is that in the Adventist culture, we never really charge what
things cost. We always think if we charge less, more people will come. But
then we offer less experience–whether it’s a mission trip or a summer camp,
etc. It’s better to charge what things actually cost and then give more than
expected. That’s how the secular world works; why do we think the ministry
context can’t work in the same way?
I believe this event should be world-class because we represent God. Of any
significant event on the planet, ours should be the most seamless, the easiest
to understand.
JACL: That’s great. What’s another principle?
RW: In many churches, no one sets a ceiling of who can come. There’s always
“more room” at a camp meeting, summer camp, or at a youth rally. But for the
Camporee, we set a ceiling because we want to provide a quality experience.
Specifically, for this Camporee, we wanted 55,000 people to have the most
amazing Camporee experience on the planet.
I believe that God has blessed this endeavor, too. That’s why we had over 100
countries present, and our tickets were sold out nine months before the
Camporee! Eight to ten thousand more people were interested in coming. But
we were focused on catering to the early adapters–those who really “got it”–
instead of “hanger-oners,” people who come to a Camporee who aren’t
Pathfinders.
Another business principle that we applied to the Camporee is that we made
this event nonrefundable. It’s just like if you buy a concert ticket in the real
world or buy a ticket to a sporting event. You can’t say, “Oh, I can’t come
now, so give me my money back;” it doesn’t work that way.
JACL: Of course not. What’s the last principle?
RW: We committed ourselves to making the best possible event at a specific
price point. It cost $32.50 a day for six days to attend the Pathfinder
Camporee. We have had graduate students study this event; they have found
that no other large event on the planet includes all the camping, daytime
activities, evening programming, at the quality we have for that price. This is
the least expensive large event on the planet–no matter what the age! And
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we’re proud of that. We want the best possible experience for each Pathfinder
club.
JACL: Wow, thank you for sharing those principles. Now, are there any
Christian leadership principles that you consider crucial for your ministry?
RW: First and foremost, for me, it is to be aligned with Christ in both personal
life and professional life. I take to prayer everything I do in my work–especially in the context of the Camporee. I ask, “God, is this the best way forward?”
I study and research the Scriptures and beyond, asking God to influence my
reading and what I’m watching so that the Camporee can be fresh, current,
and relevant to this generation. That’s one example.
JACL: Let’s talk about the goal of the Pathfinder Camporee. How would you
describe this in your own words?

I take to prayer everything I do in my work—especially
in the context of the Camporee. I ask, “God, is this the
best way forward?” I study and research the Scriptures
and beyong, asking God to influence my reading.
RW: The mission statement for our Camporee states that this is event is a “rite
of passage” moment for young people and adults to gather together. It should
remind them of the powerful influence and importance of club ministry at the
local church level. It’s all about the local church. Our Camporee celebrates
everything that happens every week at the local church level. Our job is to
point tens of thousands of people to the importance of Jesus Christ in our lives.
JACL: So, the goal is that when Pathfinders go back home, they are encouraged, filled with excitement, and motivated at the local level?
RW: Exactly! They are more motivated, more excited about Christ. They see
their church as more relevant than ever before. They see their leaders in a different light–specifically how sacrificial they’ve been to invest in the lives of
young people. This event gets them enthused about Pathfinder ministry all
over the world.
JACL: When it comes to the concept of “making disciples,” can you give
examples of how the Camporee contributes to discipling?
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RW: There are several ways discipleship is offered. There is formal training on
youth ministry, club ministry, and discipleship. We also have the Master
Guide service. Another way of discipling is the Pathfinder honors we teach–
different skills in so many different areas–whether related to hobbies, helping, or mission. There were also other discipleship opportunities, for example,
the Team Leadership Training program. Young people were given tips and
tricks on how to lead and influence others.
There is a great emphasis on various forms of evangelism. For example, 6,000
young people went out to do outreach/community service in the community.
They were handing out literature, praying with people, discipling them,
encouraging them to think about Jesus as their best friend. We had people
from the local community come to Christ, be baptized at the Camporee, and
are talking about joining a local church.
JACL: Even people from the local community are being impacted?
RW: Oh, yes.
JACL: That’s amazing.
RW: Yes! God is good.
JACL: How do you generate support for such an event?
RW: There’s a phrase about raising money: Money follows vision. You don’t
go to someone and say, “I need $100,000, and by the way, I haven’t decided
yet how I am going to spend it.” No! You go to them and say, “Here’s a vision
to disciple and impact this generation. And we’re thinking about these
approaches . . .” People respond with their cash or their influence.
All of the volunteers at Oshkosh bought a ticket to come, whether to be a medical physician for that week, help in security, cook food, or speak for the
evening meetings. Everyone coming to Oshkosh bought a ticket. They did this
because it was worth it!
JACL: This Camporee utilized the first virtual reality Bible game showing
David and Goliath in the true Biblical geographical setting, using existing VR
and gaming technology. Why is this important?
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RW: This was a very innovative and very creative method to connect with the
young generation. The makers of this game understood that the new generation has to be mentored, discipled, trained, and inspired in a fresh approach.
This interactive experience was epic; there were long lines of kids (and
adults!) who wanted to experience the whole story of the Bible in that interactive way.
Of course, we also had the largest scarf in the world (the Boy Scouts had it
before us) and set the Guinness Book of World Records record for the largest
human cross on the planet.1

JACL: Creativity and discipleship are constant issues in a community concerned with regarding the preservation of truth. How do you balance these
two aspects: honoring the past and implementing creativity and innovation
for reaching the current generation?
RW: We need to celebrate, honor, and respect the past because we’re building
the present and the future on the shoulders of the past. But to live only in the
past is a mistake. It’s like driving down the road in your car. If you look in
your rearview mirror and start driving your car by watching what’s behind
you, you’re going to crash and burn. You need to glance at the past, not to live
1
At the time of publication, the International Pathfinder Camporee still holds this record:
https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/largest-human-cross/
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in the past. We have to live looking forward. I believe that’s a biblical mandate; in Scripture, we see that Christ was always pointing people forward–
even beyond our earthly lives. I think that’s what the Camporee tried to
accomplish.
JACL: I’m sure you face criticism and misunderstanding. How do you handle
that?
RW: Anything you do in ministry, including orchestrating and implementing
any large event, will always have some naysayers. Some people go through
life to criticize someone else, always viewing the glass as half empty. These
are people we need to love and care for, but we can’t live our lives based on
their opinions. I call them the 1%.
However, if we have 20% or 30% of people saying something is out of bounds,
we need to listen differently. If there’s a significant percentage that is constructively critical, we need to respond to that and possibly make some
changes.
It is important to ask people to take surveys and provide their input. I believe
that we don’t ask for feedback enough. When I travel on an airplane or go to a
hotel, I am asked all the time, “What did you think?” or “What can we do better?” Why don’t we do that in our churches? Why don’t we ask people,
“How’d we do? What can we do better?” We shouldn’t be afraid of feedback
and evaluation.
JACL: So, by striving for excellence, you are continually improving.
RW: To tell you the truth, excellence drives me; I can’t do things halfway.
Why would we ever try to do ministry halfway? We should push each other
and encourage each other. In our church culture, we don’t celebrate each
other enough. When someone does something successfully, instead of talking
about them in jealousy or envy–which are not of the Spirit, according to the
Bible–we should celebrate. “Wow, they’re doing a great job at that church. I
love what they’re doing! How can I learn from them? How can I use that
idea?”
JACL: I agree! Thank you for sharing. In regards to the Pathfinder Camporee, I
hear you saying that it is a result of not getting discouraged and striving positively always to improve.
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RW: Yes. As I said, our Savior, Jesus Christ drives me to strive for excellence.
Also, I am humbled to work alongside of amazing club directors at the local
level. Every single week they invest in the lives of young people. They work
hard for a couple of years to attend the Camporee and engage in this amazing
event. I am driven and inspired to excellence by the local club leaders and
their staff, as well as local pastors. They are incredibly dedicated to young
people.
Spiritual warfare is real; the Great Controversy between good and evil is real.
Instead of just laying down our weapons, and acting like the secular world
has won and we’ll never be able to compete with them, I think we can compete with them and be more effective than we give ourselves credit for. If we
push ourselves to excellence, push ourselves to celebrate each other, we are
stronger together than we are separate.
JACL: Do you have any final thoughts for our Christian leaders?
RW: Find your passion in ministry, whether you’re a layperson or a paid professional. You will know you’ve found your passion when you can’t turn your
mind off about a topic–something that occupies your time and your creativity.
It might be a certain age group, a certain event or activity, or a resource you
want to build.
Find your passion, but take counsel from people who possess wisdom, those
whose opinion you value, to make sure that your passion is something you
can accomplish. Be sure your passion matches your gifts. If others validate
that you have the calling and spiritual gifts to accomplish that passion . . .
when those two line up with your personal connection with God, the sky is
the limit. I believe there are big things yet to be accomplished by workers of
all ages.
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LISA KRALINA

WHAT’S YOUR MINISTRY SCORE?
THE MINISTRY VALUATION PLAYBOOK
Abstract: Traditional missionary efforts consist of individuals following God’s
leadership of going and teaching people in other lands. Such small-scale
efforts are overwhelmed within rapidly changing world populations and amid
ever-increasing analytical and technology advancements. This article investigates current practices and financial valuations of expatriates and international missionaries. By integrating business disciplines, evangelistic expatriates
will be better positioned to reach biblical goals of discipleship. A modified
model and implementation actions are suggested for churches and ministries
sending missionaries.
Keywords: missionary, expatriate, business metrics, balanced scorecard, financial valuation
Globalization has heightened the demand for educated, talented workers to
temporarily transfer across national borders (Cerdin & Selmer, 2014). A significant financial challenge to organizations is related to the increasing costs in
wages and relocation-related expenses. Existing literature provides various classifications for expatriates and valuation instruments for expatriate assignments,
yet research on international missionary assignments is lacking.
An expatriate is defined as “a temporary, highly skilled migrant who moves
abroad for a period of time” (Millar & Salt, 2008, p. 27). Finaccord (2014) reports
over 50 million expatriates worldwide. The “global mobility” industry is valued
at roughly $500 billion (market capitalization of companies in the industry).
This industry has evolved to help organizations relocate their workforce abroad
as well as other services such as immigration, tax compliance, and cross-cultural training (Cranston, 2018).
The purpose of this article is to discern how finance professionals working in
Christian ministries can leverage valuation and business principles for expatriate assignments, allowing them to evaluate and enhance international missionary assignments. The remainder of this article includes a literature review that
highlights the nascent topics of expatriate classifications, structures, and costs.
Lisa Kralina is the Chief Financial Officer of Awana Clubs International and is currently a doctoral student at
Anderson University.
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Next, international missionaries are compared to these topics. The conclusion
proposes a modified business model for expatriate missionary assignments,
offers implementation actions, and discusses implications for future research.

Literature Review
Expatriate Classifications
About three percent of the world’s population are considered international
migrants (UNESCO, 2017). Totaling at 244 million people in 2015, international
migrants are defined as people who are living for one year or longer in a country other than the one in which he or she was born (UNESCO, 2017).
Expatriates are a subcategory of migrants; these are individuals who move
to another country and execute legal work abroad (Andresen, Bergdolt,
Margenfeld & Dickmann, 2014). There are two major classifications of expatriates commonly discussed: assigned expatriate or self-initiated expatriates
(SIE), although categories further defining expatriate assignments have been
subject to debate (Nowak & Linder, 2015; Andresen et al., 2014; Cerdin &
Selmer, 2014).
An assigned expatriate is commonly defined as an employee who is sent
abroad by his/her company, while an SIE is defined as an individual who initiates his/her international work experience with little or no organizational
sponsorship (Andresen et al., 2014). These authors offer a decision tree to
determine the classification; three distinguishing criteria are needed for an
individual to be classified as an SIE: (a) relocates from his/her dominant place
of residence (migrant), (b) legally executes work abroad (expatriate), and (c)
acts on first key binding activity (i.e., the individual takes the initiative to start
working abroad) (Andresen et al., 2014). In contrast, Cerdin and Selmer (2014)
define an SIE according to four criteria which must all be fulfilled at the same
time: (a) self-initiated international relocation, (b) intentions of regular
employment, (c) intentions of a temporary stay, and (d) skilled/professional
qualifications. Literature has advanced a common semantic for expatriate
classifications.

Expatriate Composition and Structure
Individual workers represent the largest segment (63%) of the estimated 50
million expatriates; however, the student segment (14% of total) has the highest
growth rate, a 7% compounded annual growth over four years (Finaccord,
2014). During college, students are incurring debt that casts a burden on their
financial security long after graduation. Friedman (2018) shows that 68% of college students graduate with substantial student loan debt, and the $1.5 trillion
in student loan debt is now the second-highest consumer debt category. With
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this debt burden, students are attracted by the higher wages and international
experiences that expatriate assignments offer. Meanwhile, these higher costs
are also taxing organizations.
Expatriate assignments are typically viewed in three phases: before, during,
and after the expatriate appointment. Before appointment, expatriates are
engaged with planning, training, and preparing for the relocation and new
tasks. During the appointment, expatriates perform the work outlined by the
employer. Compensation is paid, support for employees is provided, and performance is evaluated. Lastly, after the assignment, employees are assisted in new
roles with hopes of minimal career disruption (Doherty & Dickmann, 2012).
Expatriates can be used to launch an international office. Current headquarter employees relocate to a new locale with plans to increasingly transition
operations to local talent. One study shows higher long-term growth is achieved
when higher proportions of expatriates are present at the subsidiary founding,
followed by a slow reduction in the percentage of expatriates over time (Riaz,
Rowe, & Beamish, 2014). Structuring the number of expatriates and length of
stay should be evaluated with benefits compared to offsetting costs.

Expatriate Costs and Financial Benefits
While literature is converging toward standard definitions and classifications
for expatriates, the measurement and costing of expatriate assignments are disparate. “Sending expatriates on international assignments is a costly endeavor,
and the benefits of assignments are often difficult to assess” (Nowak & Linder,
2015, p. 88). In one study, it was discovered that only 14% of respondents were
able to determine a return on investment (ROI) (Johnson, 2005). This section
examines the indicated financial valuation tool for expatriates, ROIs, its calculations, and its various components. Costs are considered first, then benefits.
Expatriate ROI is “a calculation in which the financial and non-financial
costs to the firm or organization are compared with the financial and non-financial benefits of the international assignment, as appropriate to the assignment’s
purpose” (McNulty & Tharenou, 2004, p. 73). To calculate ROI, the return (or
benefit) of an investment is divided by the cost of the investment. The investment (or costs) of an expatriate assignment is often the easier component to
quantify. Examples of costs are salary, relocation expenses, training, and
replacement/turnover costs; examples of benefits are the internationalization of
key managers to support a global strategy and increases in firmwide competitive advantage (McNulty & Cieri, 2013). Measuring benefits proves more challenging as the evaluator must define and be able to measure success in the
assignment (Johnson, 2005).
Cost parameters are provided in many studies as ranges between local
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employees and expatriates, as well as typical length of stays. Doherty and
Dickmann (2012) estimate that the average cost for an expatriate assignment is
£462,212, (equivalent to $605,775 in 2012 or $612,270 in 2018), an amount significantly higher than a local employee hired for the same time period. In the sample, the length of the mean expatriate assignment is 28 months (Doherty &
Dickmann). Johnson (2005) indicates an expected cost for an expatriate employee is at least three times the local employee’s annual salary, and the typical
assignment length is three to five years. These studies implicitly represent
assigned expatriate assignments (company initiative to send the employee),
while SIE assignment research is sparse and could result in broader cost ranges.
Measuring expatriate benefits, however, is complex and likened to
“unearthing the ‘holy grail’ of international mobility” (Doherty & Dickmann,
2012, p. 3436). McNulty and Cieri (2013) note that most companies lack sound
practices for measuring success (or benefits) of an assignment abroad. Nowak
and Linder (2015) question if cultural, strategic, and operational barriers render
it too challenging to evaluate expatriate benefits and, thus, ROIs. While other
alternatives have been suggested, such as intellectual capital valuation (Welch,
Steen, & Tahvanainen, 2009), ROI is the prevalent measurement for expatriate
assignments.
Measuring expatriate ROI distracts managers from focusing on what matters
(McNulty & Cieri, 2013). Additional factors impact ROI valuations. Expatriates
may be well-qualified in the designated job skills, but the adjustment to new
surroundings and customs represents an additional challenge. Folsom, Gordon,
Van Alstine, and Ramsey (2016) stress the necessity for sensitivity in regards to
differences in style (competitive versus consensus-building), timing, procedure,
linguistics, and culture. The inability to adjust to a new culture is given as the
most common reason for failure (Cranston, 2018). These challenges reinforce the
need for preparation and support throughout the expatriate assignment.

Discussion
Missionaries as Expatriates
In separately distinct literature, missionaries are defined as “those who, in
response to God’s particular call on their life, often must give up traditional
employment opportunities for the purpose of following God’s call to a foreign
context” (Dixon, 2015). International missionaries act on their calling, relocate
to a foreign country, and find sponsorship/employment through churches or
ministries. A simple analogy is expatriates are to corporations, as missionaries
are to churches/ministries. According to Andresen et al. (2014), an SIE takes the
initiative to work abroad, relocates, and performs work abroad. This article
assumes that missionaries seek out work abroad in response to God’s calling
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and apply to a mission’s board that manages the logistics and the objectives of
the relocation; thus, missionaries will be evaluated as SIEs.

Missionary Composition and Structure
Approximately 400,000 Christian missionaries target a 2.1 billion unevangelized population, 29% of the world’s population (Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary, 2015). Missionaries are typically supported by at least one of the 4.3
million church congregations and/or the 5,100 Christian ministry agencies.
The supporting churches or ministries are typically responsible for helping
the missionary throughout the assignment (hereafter referred to as “missionary
care”). Missionary care for missionaries is analogous to relocation agents and
corporate human representatives for corporate expatriates. Similar to expatriate
assignments, missionary assignments can be viewed in the before (preparing to
relocate), during (performing work in a new location), and after (readjusting
back home) phases. In contrast to corporate expatriate assistance, missionary
care includes encouragement and development of the whole family, and the
timeframe is extended through retirement (O’Donnell, 1992). Not only do missionary compensation packages designate retirement saving plans, missionaries
frequently choose to continue their ministry well past retirement age.
Missionary care is instrumental in the preparation and longevity of missionary
assignments.
While expatriates take orders from their employers, missionaries are called
by God to join the Great Commission. Jesus commands, “Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit” (Matt. 28:19, NIV). Speaking to His disciples, Jesus says,
“You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you so that you might
go and bear fruit–fruit that will last–and so that whatever you ask in my name
the Father will give you” (John 15:16, NIV).

Missionary Costs and Benefits
With expatriate ROI as a common valuation, missionary costs and benefits
are discussed. While companies pay for expatriate costs, some missionaries
raise funds to cover the majority of their expenses. Funds are primarily secured
through donations from churches, organizations, or individuals. Missionary
costs include, but are not limited to, ministry programs and supplies, living
expenses, family care (such as medical and children’s education), and retirement savings. Overall, financial annual giving to Christian causes is reported at
$700 billion (Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, 2015); in contrast,
Americans spend that amount annually on Christmas gifts (Statista, 2017).
Regardless of who provides the funding (i.e., mission boards, individual church-
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es, individual donors, or a combination of these and others), the total cost of
Christian outreach averages $330,000 for every newly baptized person (Barrett
& Johnson, 2001).
Jesus told His disciples to take no heed as to what it costs. In Matthew 10:8, Jesus
reminds them that they received the Good News without paying, and thus, they
must to freely give to others. Jesus says, “Therefore I tell you, do not worry about
your life, what you will eat or drink; or about your body, what you will wear. Is not
life more than food, and the body more than clothes?” (Matt. 6:25, NIV).
Uncalculatable costs, such as lack of safety, are not included or even acknowledged in any valuation instruments. A foreign missionary is the fifth most dangerous of all Christian vocations (Barrett & Johnson, 2001), and Christians are
named the most persecuted group in the world (Chiaramonte, 2017). “Make no
mistake about it: obeying the Lord’s command to disciple the nations has and
always will be costly. It is risky business” (O’Donnell, 1992, p. 1).
Organizational benefits for all expatriation (corporate and ministry) are
gained through knowledge transfer and heightened cultural awareness.
Corporate administrators may place value on the knowledge transfer or gains
from competitive advantages expected from an expatriate assignment. In contrast, church administrators may view service attendance and/or conversion of
people’s souls as the “benefit.” Thus, an expatriate ROI fails to adequately
assess and incorporate the benefits of the spiritual nature and intangible benefits of a missionary assignment.
Intangible benefits accumulate as missionaries “raise the consciousness of
others that, responding to Jesus’s message, they may transcend culturally created division and come face to face with God.” (Burridge, 2007, p. 5). “Christian
missionaries are . . . men and women of faith, hope, and a dogged perseverance.
Their reward lies in the ways in which their lives may be judged in heaven as in
the imitation of Christ” (p. 9), rather than any quantifiable measure on earth.
Despite the lack of effective earthly valuations, the Bible states that every
time a soul is saved, the angels in heaven rejoice, epitomizing immeasurable
wealth. Luke 15:7 tells us that “there will be more rejoicing in heaven over one
sinner who repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons who do not need to
repent” (NIV).
Tangible and intangible factors influence ROI measurements. Factors affecting ROIs include but are not limited to cultural intelligence, cross-cultural adaptation, job performance, assignment length, expatriation experience, and others. Shi and Franklin (2014) find that expatriates who travel with partners or
family members experience more positive cross-cultural adjustments and better
job performance. Job performance for missionary expatriates is significantly
improved since 67% of evangelical missionaries are married couples (Piper,
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2016). Furthermore, if the benefit is immeasurable joy and costs are minimal
(finite) based on self-funding, then ROI calculations equate to infinity divided
by a number that results in infinity; thus, ROI valuations are phenomenal.
ROIs are shown to be ineffective, yet indeterminately applied, measures of
expatriate assignments. A factor that further widens the valuations gap between
corporate and missionary expatriates deals with goals. Individuals may focus on
career-oriented goals, such as promotions, while corporate goals are businessneed driven (Doherty & Dickmann, 2012). Alternatively, missionaries tend to
choose a church or ministry organization that aligns with their personal beliefs,
goals, and mission. “Christian missionaries are unusual in that while most
classes of people can be presumed to be preoccupied with their own interests,
missionaries . . . give themselves over to the critique and transformation of other
peoples’ business” (Burridge, 2007, p. 5). Missionaries
see people as God does and engage in the activity of reaching them. The
church on mission is the church as God intended, loving our neighbors as
ourselves, and proclaiming the good news of redemption found in Jesus.
(Farmer, Page, & Vaters, 2017, p. 3)
Goal orientation and motivation significantly impact valuations and successes
of expatriate work.
While an international missionary assignment could be classified into the
self-initiated expatriate (SIE) definition, the Scriptures define missionary work
as revered efforts when God’s people follow His commandments. Jesus said, “I
have made you a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the ends
of the earth” (Acts 13:47, NIV). Thus, ROI calculations are exponentially difficult
for missionary assignments due to the immeasurable and uncalculatable costs
(self-funding, family members, extended stays, safety) and intangible benefits
(heavenly rewards). An alternative framework is suggested next.

Ministry Valuation Playbook (MVP)
While ROIs are ineffectual when applied to missionary assignments, ministry
leaders can leverage alternate valuations and business strategies. Christian
organizations have unique and distinct values and beliefs; however, they could
“stand to learn a few lessons from their shrewd worldly neighbors about running the business” (O’Donnell, 1992, p. 221).
The balanced scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1992) offers a framework with
strategy at the center surrounded by four perspectives: customer, learning, process, and financial. Strategy is represented by the company’s goals based on its
mission and vision. To break down the strategy into actionable steps, the balanced scorecard offers four perspectives. Each perspective poses a question to
help managers see the business from a unique point of view. First, the customer
PAGE 32
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perspective determines if the company is meeting its stakeholders’ needs.
Secondly, the learning perspective questions how the organization can continue
to improve amid changes (new regulations, economic changes, etc.). The process perspective asks how the company can increase efficiency and excel in its
internal processes. Lastly, the financial perspective ponders how to succeed and
achieve financial stability. Combined, the four views ensure a balanced
approach for moving towards organizational goals.
This author proposes an original construct based on the balanced scorecard
framework, modified to become the Ministry Valuation Playbook (MVP), a valuation tool to assess missionary endeavors more succinctly. The MVP supports
the relationship with God as the core strategy and incorporates the four perspectives: targeted population (customer), leader development (learning), missionary care (process), and stewardship (financial). Figure 1 indicates the relationship between the core strategy and the four perspectives. Notice the overlap of
the perspectives in the diagram that show perspectives have mutual concerns,
shared responsibilities, successes, costs, and benefits.
Figure 1. Ministry Valuation Playbook (MVP)

Missionary
Care

Leader
Development

Targeted
Population

Stewardship

Relationship With God

The MVP is intended for use by churches and ministries to value missionary
assignments. A brief description is provided for the MVP core strategy and the
four perspectives with their corresponding questions.

Core Strategy: Relationship with God
A ministry’s core purpose is to make disciples (Matt. 28:18; Mark 16:15).
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Before all else, the missionaries and aligned missionary care partners must have
a healthy relationship with God. The greatest commandment is to love God with
all of your heart, soul, and mind (Matt. 22:37). Primary relationship indicators
are obedience, perseverance, trust, perspective, and testing (O’Donnell, 1992).
Evaluation of the missionary assignment begins here.

Perspective 1: Targeted Population
How do non-believers view the missionary? Christians, especially missionaries and other religious leaders, are under constant scrutiny and investigation by
non-Christians. The Bible instructs us to set an example and share our faith and
hope in Jesus. “In the same way, let your light shine before others, that they
may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16, NIV).
Moreover, Romans 10:14–15 asks how one cannot share the good news with
unbelievers:
How, then, can they call on the one they have not believed in? And how
can they believe in the one of whom they have not heard? And how can
they hear without someone preaching to them? And how can anyone
preach unless they are sent? As it is written: “How beautiful are the feet of
those who bring good news!” (NIV)
Metrics for the targeted population perspective can include the number of
people reached, number of conversions/baptisms, planned versus actual attendance and participation in ministry programs, and feedback ratings from foreign church partners or missionary care partners. All performance metrics
should be gauged periodically (such as quarterly) to celebrate success or to consider action plans if expectations are not met.

Perspective 2: Leader Development
How do missionaries develop in their role, as well as teach the next generation of leaders? This perspective tracks growth in one’s faith, progression in
evangelism skills, and frequency of knowledge transfer. Scripture encourages
seeking counsel (Prov. 15:22), leveraging God’s Word (2 Tim. 3:16), and sharing
with others (2 Tim. 2:2). “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness” (2 Tim. 3:16, NIV). As
missionaries and care partners learn and share, they are in God’s presence: “For
where two or three gather in my name, there am I with them” (Matt. 18:20, NIV).
Equipping and developing leaders is vital for any organization. Ministries
must invest in substantial planning to “strategically raise up and direct
resources so as to put greater closure on the Great Commission” (O’Donnell,
1992, p. 289). Metrics for the learning development perspective could include
hours reading the Bible per month, number of completed online training classPAGE 34
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es, number of leader development sessions held by the sponsoring ministry,
and number of knowledge transfer meetings. Again, these performance indicators should be measured and documented at set regular intervals.

Perspective 3: Missionary Care
This process-based perspective focuses on the efficiency of internal processes
of the sponsoring church or ministry. The organization must balance resources
between achieving the mission and caring for staff. Scripture emphasizes the
importance of community building and loving one another. Ephesians 4:16
describes how parts of a body help each other grow: “From him, the whole
body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds
itself up in love, as each part does its work” (NIV).
Investments in people are the best investments. Study results show that mission-sending organizations with high retention rates retain 78% of their people
with an average service length of 22 years, compared to 38% retention and 10year service average in the lower retention group (Van Meter, 2003). With no
surprise, the high retention group employs great rigor in selection criteria, provides an extended orientation (six weeks versus three weeks by the lower retention group), and offers more personal care services compared to the lower retention group. Investments in people development assists in accomplishing organizational goals (Olenski, 2015). Metrics for the missionary care perspective could
include the number of services offered, percent of funding benchmarked to
comparable organizations, and feedback ratings from missionaries based on
services they received.

Perspective 4: Stewardship
Do missionaries and care partners act as good stewards of the organization’s
resources? Stewardship embodies the responsible planning and management of
finances, materials, and assets. Organizations must be held accountable for the
allocation and distributions of donations and grants and invest them wisely.
Missionaries and ministries must work together to identify generous individuals and organizations who are willing to give donations and grants to fund
evangelical programs and activities. Stewardship metrics are the most established. Number of donors, total donation dollars, grants dollars, and timing are
basic metrics to employ.
In summary, the MVP framework begins with a relationship with God and
offers four perspectives (targeted population, leader development, missionary
care, stewardship) to boost analysis and broaden reflection on missionary
assignments.
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MVP Implementation Actions
Ten implementation actions are suggested in establishing the MVP framework. Figure 2 shows how these actions, when added to Figure 1, further illustrate the collaborations between the various perspectives and reinforce the
dominant core strategy guiding all decision-making.
Figure 2. Suggested Actions for the MVP model

Targeted
Population

#3
#4

Relationship with God
#1

#9
#8

#10
#7

#5

Missionary
Care

Leader
Development

#2

#6
Stewardship

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

The ten suggested actions to employ the MVP are:
Clearly state the mission, define measurable performance goals, and estimate required commitments. Cascade this information throughout the organization, including supported missionaries.
Solicit information from targeted ministry areas regarding spiritual needs,
as well as other pertinent regional data. Request this information with grace
and love.
Design introductory online personnel courses regarding cultural, geographical, economic, demographic, and political factors about targeted area ministries to better prepare missionaries for cross-cultural adaptations.
Seek wisdom from former or current missionaries, and participate in short
global missionary trips for preliminary values assimilation and cultural perceptions and awareness.
Sponsor several missionaries who live and work in different countries. Invest
in many ventures to accept diversified risks and ultimately reap benefits.
Invest contributions and monitor growth monthly. Create a simple tracking
system to ensure contributions received from donors exceed the grants paid
out for missionary care.
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7. Collect and disseminate detailed updates to contributory institutions and
participating community members. In addition to standard financials and
annual reports, personalized notes or phone calls should report back on
donation specifications and wishes.
8. Personalize the ministry by providing missionaries facts and ideas pertinent
to their area or demographic. Institute/moderate chat rooms to facilitate personal involvement and communications.
9. Equip missionaries with technological resources for targeted communities.
Technological advances can allow Christians to evangelize everywhere on
earth.
10. Learn. Adapt. Repeat. Refine protocols based on findings to improve outreach efforts further. A ministry will flourish with knowledge and understanding, but honest reflection and flexibility keep it healthy.
Each perspective has its expectations and obligations, yet interacts with others to overcome the overwhelming responsibilities and separations sometimes
experienced in missionary endeavors. The last action ties together all the efforts
of the four perspectives under the core strategy, empowering all constituents to
understand the broader vision of the core strategy better and improve efforts to
achieve the goals of the organization, hopefully more effectively.

Conclusion
Amid spiritual warfare and struggling financials, Christian ministries continue
to deliver on their missions and share the Good News with nonbelievers. Despite
unfounded predictions of the collapse of religion, Christianity is here to stay.
Following sound business practices and Biblical principles, the Ministry
Valuation Playbook framework provides a tool for churches and ministries sending missionaries to increase accountability, improve communications and transparency, and enhance community building. Ten implementation actions are
offered to inculcate MVP and reinforce the broader vision of the organization.
Future studies can expand to other facets of ministry valuation. More qualitative evaluations must be applied to missionary work. Instilling measurement of
intangibles, such as the mounting importance of cultural learning in an increasingly globalized world, is needed. Chief financial officers (CFOs) of ministry
organizations are positioned to guide the international implementation of such
programs. Financial professionals can assess areas of concern and construct
proven financial procedures to maximize impact and reduce costs to individual
participants. While financial benefits may still be challenging to determine,
returns on investments will be exciting to witness. Just call your favorite missionary and ask!
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ALAN WILSON

CRUCIBLES OF CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP: AN EXPLORATION
OF BENNIS’S AND THOMAS’S
“CRUCIBLE” CONCEPT AS IT
RELATES TO CHRISTIAN LEADERS
Abstract: Among terms used to describe the events and experiences that contribute to the shaping of leaders is Warren Bennis’s and Robert Thomas’s “crucibles.” Their use of the term emerged from a series of interviews with leaders
who referred to a transformative experience that had contributed to their leadership. This paper describes a research project whose aim was to explore the
significance of such experiences in the development of Christian leaders. The
experiences of fourteen leaders were examined, and analysis of the experiences demonstrated how they had a part to play in shaping both the character
and calling of a leader; at times, crucibles functioned as intensified learning
experiences in which a leader’s beliefs took on an existential intensity. While
crucibles may be significant features in the development of a leader, attention
must also be paid to other, more incremental, factors.1
Keywords: Christian leader, transformative experience, leadership, crucible,
resilience, influence, setbacks, paradigm shifts, watershed moment

Introduction: The Making of a Leader
When it comes to books on leadership, there seems to be no end. The study of
leadership is ancient (and complex), yet interest in the subject has surged in
recent decades; Banks and Ledbetter (2006) have suggested that “there is
arguably a broader and more systematic interest in the topic today than at any
time in the past” (loc. 126).
But how do leaders become leaders? A range of terms has been used in literature to describe the events that are believed to contribute to the making of a leader. Badaracco (1997) wrote about “defining moments,” whose key elements consisted of revealing, testing, and shaping. Olivares (2011) described “momentous
events,” “novel, vivid, emotional episodes that disrupt the continuity of daily
Dr. Alan Wilson lives in Ireland, where he is a visiting lecturer in several Bible colleges. Previously, he pastored
churches in Ireland and Switzerland.
1
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life.” Horowitz and Van Eeden (2015) chose the term “catalytic moments;” a catalytic experience leads to a reexamination of self-concept, a questioning one’s
previously held perceptions of reality.
The term used in this article is “crucible,” drawn from the work of Warren
Bennis and Robert Thomas, in their 2002 book entitled Geeks and Geezers.2
These authors coined the term in what began as a study of how era influences
leadership. In the study, Bennis and Thomas interviewed two groups of leaders:
one younger (the “Geeks” of the digital era), and one older (the “Geezers” of the
analog era). Several era-based distinctions were observed, but Bennis and
Thomas found that “every leader in [their] study, young or old, had undergone at
least one intense transformational experience” (2002, p. 14). This transformation
experience was termed a “crucible.”
According to Merriam Webster, a crucible is “a place or situation in which
concentrated forces interact to cause or influence change or development.” Yet in
this context, Bennis and Thomas came to define a crucible as “an event or experience that tests and transforms a person” (2010, p. 199), or “a transformative
experience from which a person extracts his or her ‘gold:’ a new or altered sense
of identity” (Thomas, 2008, p. 5). Crucible experiences vary from person to person; although the term may suggest harshness or adversity (and some of the
experiences described as part of this study were notably harsh), Bennis and
Thomas suggested that “the crucible need not be a horrendous ordeal” (2002,
p. 15). The term, as they saw it, was sufficiently flexible to encompass a range
of different individual experiences.
Thomas’s (2008) further work on the theme led him to describe three types of
crucible. The first, called “new territory,” often relates to the early stage of a
career and involves facing the new and unknown. The second type, referred to as
“reversal,” is more often located in the middle of a career and may involve loss or
failure. The third, which Thomas called “suspension,” often occurs towards the
end of a career. Each of the three crucibles confronts the leader with particular
challenges. All test the leader’s resilience; this is what Bennis and Thomas came
to describe as “adaptive capacity” (2002, p. 91).
The discussion that follows describes a doctoral research project that aimed to
explore the significance of crucible experiences in the specific context of the
development of a Christian leader. While work has been done on related themes
such as resilience (Forney, 2010), there appears to have been less done on the
subject of Christian leadership, or, more specifically, clergy development
(McKenna & Yost, 2007).
2

The book was later revised and updated and given a new title: Leading for a Lifetime. (2007). Brighton, MA:
Harvard Business Review Press.
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Methodology
A qualitative approach was used to explore the significance of crucible experiences rather than attempting to measure their frequency; an emphasis on
“description, interpretation, and understanding was chosen” (Swinton & Mowat,
2006). Such an approach relies on the value of people’s stories and their validity
as a source of knowledge.
The most appropriate qualitative approach was that of hermeneutic phenomenology (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009), with its emphasis on the interpretation of experience. Smith et al. suggest that the researcher is engaged in a double hermeneutic (p. 3), as not only is the participant attempting to interpret his or
her experience, but the analyst is also attempting to understand the participant’s
interpretation.3 Thus, far from being an impartial or objective observer, the
researcher is involved in the construction of the themes that emerge from the
research. Drawing on Gadmaer’s work, Swinton and Mowat (2006) argue that
these emerging themes “are a constructive product of the fusion of the
researcher’s horizons with those of the participants” (loc. 2146).
Interviewing is arguably the most suitable approach in the quest for information
that goes beyond mere facts; as Sensing (2011) has noted, interviews allow access
to a participant’s inner life in a way that other methods cannot. For this study, a
series of semi-structured interviews with a selection of participants were utilized.
The research was conducted with a selection of leaders who self-identified as
evangelicals. Fourteen leaders from across the evangelical spectrum agreed to
participate.4 All but four of them are based in Northern Ireland,5 which meant
that most of the interviews were carried out face to face. All but two of the participants were male, which is not entirely surprising given the conservative nature of
much of the evangelical world in Northern Ireland. The average age of participants was 61, with the youngest in his early forties and the oldest in his mid-seventies. Most of the leaders had been involved in local church leadership,
although some had also served in broader, as well as senior, denominational
roles. Others were involved in the direction of parachurch organizations. In addition to signing a widely recognized evangelical statement of faith, participants
were required to sign a form indicating their consent to being interviewed.
The interviews were semi-structured, one-on-one interviews that lasted
between two and a half and three hours. The aim of the interviews was for partic3
In reality, a triple hermeneutic is at work when the reader in turn attempts to make sense of the researcher’s
sense-making (see Smith, p. 109).
4
Eight of the fourteen are cited in this paper: for details of these participants whose names have been changed
to protect their identity, see the note at the end of this article.
5

One was originally from Northern Ireland but now leads in the Republic of Ireland, one was in England, and the
other two were in North America. These four non-Irish participants were interviewed using Skype/FaceTime.
Space does not permit a discussion of some of the particularities of Northern Irish Evangelicalism.
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ipants to outline their leadership journey and discuss in more detail some of their
most formative influences and experiences. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
discuss in detail the issues of reliability and validity in qualitative research; however, it should be said that the task of the qualitative researcher is to provide a
rich description of the data which contributes to the credibility and resonance of
the work (Swinton & Mowat, 2006, loc. 2223). Recording and transcribing interview material contributed to this credibility. It should also be noted that complete accuracy of recall cannot be guaranteed; the passage of time and the participant’s implication in the events described mean that memories may be both
incomplete and slanted. However, this limitation is mitigated in that the impact
of the experiences related has been determined by the meaning the leader
attributes to them.

Findings
Following transcription, the data were read, re-read, and subjected to analysis
that involved the use of computer software (MAXQDATM) to help with coding. A
detailed set of codes was produced, in which just over 200 distinct codes were
identified, with forty-nine of them occurring in five or more interviews. Among
the most frequent themes were “calling,” marriage/family, God speaking, and
prayer. In organizing the material, this researcher chose to borrow from Robert
Thomas’s three-part classification of crucible experiences: new territory, reversals, and suspension. However, the term “isolation” was used in place of “reversals” for the third category; this is the term that will be used in the discussion
that follows.

New Territory
Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the evangelical backgrounds of the participants, several of them discussed their experience of conversion (Bebbington,
1989). When conversion takes the form of a dramatic transformational experience, it may be classified as a crucible of sorts, launching the convert into a new
life. For several leaders, their conversion had indeed been a dramatic experience.
One spoke of becoming “a different person” after his conversion; another said
that his conversion (as a twelve-year-old) had been “utterly, completely, and
totally life-changing.”
However, not everyone experienced instant, total transformation. “Stuart”
described a two-stage conversion: the first stage took place in the setting of a
Billy Graham-style mission, which left this leader “on the right side of the track,”
what he called “over the line.” However, it was only after several years of drifting
that he experienced what he believes to have been his real conversion, which led
to a significant reordering of priorities and direction.
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Given the way that a conversion experience could lead to a significant life
reorientation, it is hardly surprising that for some leaders, the experience of
conversion contained within it the seeds of a calling to ministry and leadership.
“Ian” expressed it in these terms:
If I were to be really honest, I never was aware of any dramatic call to ordination; but I had a very dramatic conversion. So my conversion and my call
are very closely interlinked [ . . . ] I think, maybe, there was more of a call to
ministry involved in than I was actually aware of at the time.
In itself, the experience of entering into leadership may also be a form of crucible. “Shirley” described how her first experience of vocational leadership had
not been “the bucket of roses that maybe I’d hoped it would be.” Others experienced a “baptism by fire” and steep learning curves as they began to lead.
Some leaders appear to have always been comfortable with the idea of leadership and have taken to it naturally and with relative ease. For others, it has been
more a case of leadership seeking them out, rather than them seeking to lead.
Interestingly, not all reluctant leaders were put off by leadership per se; it was
rather the idea of being considered as a leader. “Tim” described his resistance to
being recognized as a leader and how his resistance was finally broken in a
“watershed moment,” as he listened to a speaker at a leadership conference
effectively describing his reluctance in remarkably relatable terms. While he had
always been happy to lead, the term “leader” put him off. Unfortunately, he had
observed poor examples among people who had influenced him. The result of
listening to the conference speaker was “Tim” calling his wife and sharing with
her, “I think I have finally grasped the reason I was born.”
Once involved in leadership, several leaders discovered themselves at the foot
of a steep learning curve, having to “muddle through” or learn by doing. At
times, leadership involved moving into “virgin territory,” where the leader was
forced to carve things out for him or herself.
“Ian” talked about the way problems energize him: “I’m one of those people
who’s always liked a challenge.” He recalled hearing someone talk about “the
Popeye Factor.” This is when the leader reaches a point where, like Popeye,6
facing the threat of Bluto, finds he “can’t stands n’more!” and has to take action.
Sometimes it is dissatisfaction at the status quo that moves a leader to act.
With an average age of 61, many of the research participants had lived
through several notable cultural and theological paradigm shifts. These shifts
involved issues such as the changing role of women in the church, the understanding and expectation of the work of the Holy Spirit, changing models of
6

Popeye is the somewhat spindly (that is, until he consumed a can of spinach) cartoon character, who
frequently found his affection for Olive Oyl threatened by the villain, Bluto.
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church, and issues that were specific to the Irish context during some of the
years of “the Troubles.”7 Paradigm shifts take leaders out of previous comfort
zones, placing them in new territory and often call for courage in leading.

Reversals
A second significant type of crucible was “reversals;” leaders inevitably face
challenges and setbacks. Some challenges are intensely personal, while others
are more specifically leadership-related. It is not always easy to distinguish
between a personal crisis and a leadership crisis, as the sources and implications
of the crisis may be both personal and professional.
Among personal crises discussed in the interviews were experiences of loss
(more than one leader spoke of the relatively early loss of their father), family
crises, and seasons of spiritual crisis. “Graham” referred to family issues in this
way:
It is one thing coping with leadership challenges in the church, but there’s
a totally different dynamic when it’s a challenge you’re facing in your own
family or your marriage. It is of a different dimension altogether. I’ve often
said to [my wife], you know I really feel that family [sic] is our Achilles heel.
“Ruth” observed:
I think the times when I have been nearest to walking away from leadership
have been family crises [ . . . ] That impacts your ministry greatly because
it’s all-consuming when it’s your family. In those years, there was so much
pain that I wondered was I being hypocritical in terms of leading, you
know, should you just not stand down and stop?
Several forms of leadership setbacks were discussed. Some leaders described
experiences of opposition and conflict. By its nature, leadership is relational; as
such, broken relationships can be the source of the most significant amount of
pain for some leaders.
For some leaders, dealing with opposition or the experience of having their
leadership challenged caused them to reach a deeper level of awareness of God’s
call or experience a deeper level in their relationship with Him.
“Stuart,” dealing with the specifically Northern Irish issue of whether his
church should permit a demonstration by the Orange Order8 at a service,
described his conflicts on the issue as “seminal.” While these were difficult
times, he found himself “thrown back on God on many occasions.” The conflicts
contributed to the crystallizing of his sense of calling and his leadership priori7

“The Troubles” is the term used to describe the violent period between the late 1960s and mid-1990s, during
which over 3,600 people were killed and thousands more injured in Northern Ireland.
8
The Orange Order is a Protestant society that draws its name from the Dutch King, William of Orange; this
organization sees its mission as the defense of Protestantism. (For more information, see Mitchel, 2003.)
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ties. Such clarity may be regarded as the “gold” he extracted from his crucible.
A price had to be paid, but that is what Christian leaders must be prepared to do.
Other leaders experienced crucibles of disappointment and rejection; not
every leadership assignment ends well, and a leader may be left with regret. One
of the female leaders, “Shirley,” described aspects of the gender crucible she
experienced while leading in a male-dominated organization. Remembering this
situation, she shared, “It was horrendous; it was horrendous. You were treated
like a piece of dirt under their foot.”

Isolation
Both Robert Clinton (1988) and Shelley Trebesch (1997) observed that almost
all Christian leaders undergo an isolation experience where they are removed,
either voluntarily or involuntarily, from their ministry setting. This author
chose to borrow their term (“isolation”) rather than use Thomas’s term, “suspension,” for the third type of crucible. The line between reversals and isolation experiences can be blurred, given that a prolonged setback or reversal can
effectively lead to isolation.
One notable example of this was illness. “Shirley” described her experience
with illness during a year when “it felt like every bit of scaffolding was
knocked away, every inch of it.” The “scaffolding” to which she referred consisted of her sense of call, her love of life and ministry, and the fact that, to
some extent, she was what she did. One might argue about the health or otherwise of this last element, but leaders find that what they do is integral to who
they are. “Shirley” referred to her illness as a “dark night of the soul;” however, despite this difficulty, she has been able to trace some good:
I realize the only reason I can do what I do today is because God allowed
me to go to the darkest place, and in that darkest place revealed Himself to
me. And only in that dark place was He able to do a work in me that’s
allowing me to be effective.
“Vic” also spoke of a dark night of the soul, although he used the term
slightly differently, describing a theological dark night of the soul. This was a
crisis of faith, “almost like a theological wilderness.” The outcome for him
was a greater grasp of God.
Moving on from a leadership role can be its own kind of crucible. This may
be a result of a transition when a degree of status that has gone with a previous position is left behind, or it may be the crucible of retirement. “Stuart,”
the oldest of the leaders in the research, described the abruptness of a retirement that meant moving away from a congregation he had led for over twenty
years. Also, he noted that he felt a bit “stranded” and was unsure whether he
was “finishing well.” He said that it is “because I’ve become redundant, and
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that’s been self-imposed.” Another retired leader, “Vic,” spoke of the pain of
retirement: “I suppose–and this is why retirement is quite painful sometimes–I
just loved to be the minister of that church. I just loved those people; I loved the
excitement of preaching.”

Discussion
Reporting the interview has begun to hint at some of the significance of crucible experiences. For some leaders, the crucible experience is part of being
shaped for future ministry, as in the “dark night of the soul” episodes mentioned above. More broadly, their significance may be summed up in a way
that is perhaps unremarkable, but which nonetheless opens an opportunity for
reflection. Namely, these experiences are significant in terms of four issues:
their impact on who the leader is (character), how the leader relates to God
(spirituality), what the leader does (calling), and in terms of what one participant referred to as “existential intensity.”

Character
As McNeal has observed, leaders and their characters are “shaped over time”
(2009, p. 6). The crucible, be it illness or opposition, may serve to highlight character issues to which the leader needs to pay attention. One leader’s story illustrated the fact that unresolved character issues may be apparent even in the positive experience of ministry success, although there is a danger that such success
may mask more profound issues. In this case, while his public ministry was
flourishing, his family was suffering.
God had given me quite extraordinary gifts as a preacher, as a minister, as a
person who could relate to people and, you know, a comedian and the
whole works. A package. I had these gifts but not the maturity; I had not
the spiritual maturity. I didn’t even think, now looking back, I had even the
social, personal maturity even though that was not the impression that was
being created. And therefore, wilderness was necessary for me. (Vic)
There is wide agreement about the importance of a Christian leader’s character. It should be noted that in both Old and New Testaments, leaders were
warned about character issues. Nonetheless, both biblical and empirical evidence suggests that we should not be surprised at leaders’ shortcomings.
Indeed, success and failure co-exist. Bill George has observed that many leaders get derailed during their leadership journey (2007, p. 27), not that they are
necessarily bad leaders, but they get caught up in their success. Biblically,
one thinks of the pride of Hezekiah and his eagerness to display his wealth to
Jerusalem’s future nemesis, Babylon.
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There is much biblical evidence to suggest that a leadership journey will
often feature tests of character. Both adversity and prosperity have the potential
to reveal character issues that the leader will need to address.

Spirituality
A related aspect of a leader’s life is the leader’s relationship with God. Crucible
experiences appear to influence this in several ways, including the cultivation of
a greater awareness of God’s character, a deeper sense of being loved by God,
and a higher degree of trust in God. A previous section referred to “Vic” having to
navigate a “theological dark night of the soul.” The experience led him to see
God in a new way.
For me this was a move from my theological adolescence, where my theology and my ability to articulate my theology was the most important thing,
[to] where to see Him as more wonderful than I could ever say [ . . . ] it was
just so liberating. (Vic)
Several leaders described significant experiences through which they became
more personally aware of God’s love. The most dramatic story took place at a
charismatic conference where “Stuart” had gone at a time of particular difficulty
during his ministry. He recalled what he perceived to be a remarkable encounter
with God (“I was out of circulation for about forty-five minutes”) in which he
heard an audible voice and received an overwhelming assurance of God’s love.
When speaking of this experience, he remarked, “If ever there was a life-changing thing, that was it.”
Such an account raises apparent questions of validity and indeed theology,9
questions that are beyond the scope of this paper.10 What must not be overlooked
in these discussions, however, is that one crucial aspect of the function of crucible experiences appears to be the leader’s increased awareness of God’s love.
One thinks of Paul’s prayer for his Ephesian readers to know the love of Christ,
something that “cannot be merely an intellectual exercise” (Carson, 1992, p. 191).
Perhaps there are times when the crucible functions as an accelerated learning
opportunity, even a shortcut, to new spiritual awareness.
Similarly, some leaders spoke about their growing trust in God; the leadership
journey had been a journey of learning to trust God more. One commented, “God
has inculcated into me something that is a gift of Him, and that is a capacity to
know that He will not fail me and that I can trust Him.” A leader’s (or anyone’s)
faith may be both tested and strengthened through crucible experiences.
9
The particular experience referred to here sits in the context of the phenomenon of the Toronto Blessing, a
phenomenon that caused considerable debate and controversy in the 1990s.
10

It should be said that from the perspective of interpretive phenomenology, the experiences, and the meaning attached to them by the participants, are what they are. Additionally, consideration must also be given to
practical theology’s questions on the validity of experience as a source of truth.
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Christian leadership is arguably inseparable from ongoing Christian discipleship; it can be challenging to talk about a leadership journey as though it were
separate from the rest of life. Such a view is not unique to Christian leadership;
Warren Bennis (1989) observed that “for the leader, as for any integrated person,
life itself is the career” (p. 4). In Christian terms, the leader remains a follower.
One leader observed that, even though leaders are called to be shepherds, “one
of the big mistakes some of us make as leaders is we’ve forgotten we are still
sheep.” Sometimes it is a crucible experience that serves to remind the leader of
this; the cumulative effect of a lifetime of crucible experiences can shape a leader’s expectations of what it means to follow God.

Calling
Guinness (2003, p. 48) has sought to distinguish between an ordinary calling,
by which he means that “no follower of Christ is without a calling,” since all are
called to follow God, and a later “special” calling, by which he is referring to the
“tasks and missions laid on individuals through a direct, specific, supernatural
communication from God.” All of the leaders in the research referred to some
special calling or the way they believe they have been led to specific leadership
situations.
At times, the call itself can be a form of crucible experience. We have already
reviewed the possibility that a conversion experience may contain the seeds of
calling, but there are also times when a leader senses a specific challenge to
accept a leadership role. For example, more than one leader recalled formative
moments as they listened to speakers at large gatherings.
Beyond this, the crucible was sometimes associated with the testing of the
call. This appeared to work in two ways: a crucible experience may test the depth
of reality of the call, but a strong sense of call may be part of what enables a leader to persevere through a crucible experience. “Shirley” observed that she could
not have persisted in her role in the face of opposition, had she not been “absolutely rock solid about the call.”
In reflecting on leaders’ experiences of call, it should be noted that many
evangelicals subscribe to a particular view of such an experience and–in the
broader sense–the experience of being guided by God. This view is predicated on
the idea that one aspect of the will of God is that He has a specific plan for each
individual. Christians who are keen to discover God’s plan for their lives are
encouraged to be sensitive to ways in which God may be directing them towards
His plan. At least part of this view appears to rest on dubious exegetical foundations. For example, the “peace of Christ,” which is to rule in a Christian’s heart
(Col. 3:15) is sometimes understood to be a form of inner peace that ought to be
present when discerning God’s call. However, the term is more likely to refer to
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corporate harmony within a church than to a sense of psychological wellbeing. It
is also unclear if the narratives of Isaiah or Saul/Paul were intended as normative
templates, or that the Spirit’s interventions in Acts are any more than occasional,
strategic interventions.
Nonetheless, the experiences of several of the leaders in this study appear to
validate the subjective nature of their call experience. While it has been argued
that a sense of call “which was dubious scripturally and is highly subjective at
best, lacks sufficient weight to function as the ultimate anchor in the heavy seas
of ministry” (Friesen, 1980, p. 320), several of the leaders interviewed had found
the subjective experience of a call to be an essential source of confidence in their
ministry. The longevity and apparent success of many of the participants’ leadership make it difficult to discount their experience.
Perhaps there is a counter to the potential for the excessive individualism that
can be encouraged by a traditional evangelical view; two senior leaders in this
study suggested that there needs to be a more significant role for the church in
seeking to discern an individual’s call.

“Existential Intensity”
One final result of crucibles relates to, as one leader described it, “existential
intensity.” At times, a painful crucible experience results in a leader needing to
draw a line in the sand in terms of a defining mark of his or her leadership; this
defining mark may be a familiar idea that has taken on an “existential intensity”
because of the pain of the crucible.
In the example mentioned earlier of “Stuart” and the opposition he faced from
the Orange Order, it was the crucible of conflict that helped determine the extent
to which his understanding of the gospel would define his leadership. Another
leader, “Simon,” reflected on how his experience of what he perceived to be
harsh and abusive treatment at the hands of a church had given an “existential
intensity” to the view that the church should be living proof of the gospel. He
said, “If you have gospel doctrine on paper, but you don’t have gospel culture in
relationships, you don’t really have gospel doctrine.” He now sees his primary
leadership responsibility as safeguarding such an ethos within the church he
now leads. He believes he would not be the pastor he is today had he not
encountered the pain of his crucible.

Other Factors
It should be noted that crucibles do not always tell the whole story. In a critical review of Geeks and Geezers, Robert Allio (2003) suggested that a crockpot
11

Allio himself clarified this point in a personal email to me on January 23, 2015.
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might be a more fitting metaphor for the process of a leader’s development.11
Similarly, more recent research by Paterson and Delight (2014), while partially
supporting Robert Thomas’s work, also found evidence of the part played by
other learning experiences “more akin to a gradual evolution.”
In the current research, it was apparent that other factors were involved in the
development of a leader. Of particular significance was the role of mentors and
other influencers. For some leaders, this influence came from their father. Others
spoke about youth leaders who impressed as much by their consistency of character as by anything they said. Sometimes mentors, like Jethro in the story of Moses,
contributed advice in specific circumstances, either encouraging or challenging.
No doubt certain specific interventions on the part of a mentor could be classified
as crucible experiences (Bennis and Thomas include mentoring relationships
within their definition), but often their influence is gradual and incremental.

Limitations and Scope for Further Work
The focus of this study was on the significance of crucible experiences and
not on their frequency. While no attempt was made to measure the latter, the
quality of the study would have been improved had the qualitative approach
been preceded by some basic quantitative research. This may have helped distinguish between leaders who have experienced crucibles from those who
have not.
Secondly, the research was limited to those who self-identified as evangelical. A comparison of evangelical and non-evangelical leadership journeys and
crucibles might help determine whether some experiences are more likely,
depending on one’s theological position. For example, how would a nonevangelical’s experience of call compare with that of an evangelical? Given
the place accorded to conversionism in evangelical thinking, or the emphasis
on the call in some circles, were the cards somewhat stacked in advance of
the research?
Third, more could be done to develop a discussion of how leaders navigated their crucible experiences. This discussion could have included questions
such as: How much did Bible reading play a part? What about the encouraging influence of friends?
Fourth, this study focused on leaders who have stood the test of time–
indeed some would be regarded by their peers as having attained a considerable degree of success. Another area of inquiry would be to involve those
leaders who have been derailed by their crucibles; an unfortunate fact is that
not all leadership journeys end well. Why do some leaders successfully navigate their crucibles, while the same experiences spoil others?
Each of these limitations in the present research could result in further
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work. Similarly, there would be scope to work with higher numbers of female
leaders, focusing the question: Are the crucible experiences of female leaders
markedly different from those of male leaders? It would also be useful to
explore the relationship between personality types and degrees of resilience in
navigating a crucible.

Implications and Possible Benefits
Implicit in the discussion is the importance of who the leader is and the fact
that leadership is not merely something that a leader learns to do. While as much
as possible should be done to ensure that leaders are equipped with the tools
needed to lead, this should not be allowed to take the place of encouraging leaders to develop both their character and their relationship with God. This provides
possible food for thought for institutions seeking to equip future pastoral leaders.
As well as some benefits of the interview process to individual participants
(one commented on the value of being “heard”), subsequent interest in the
research has resulted in this author’s participation in several leaders’ events;
these experiences have demonstrated the value of leaders being able to learn
from other leaders’ experiences. Further work remains to be done in developing
tools that might help leaders to “read” their own leadership journey, whether
alone, in groups, or in a mentoring relationship.

Conclusion
As noted earlier in this paper, Bennis and Thomas acknowledged the flexibility of the term “crucible.” While this flexibility allows for a significant degree of
individuality in terms of crucible experiences, the difficulty with elasticity is that
the term can become meaningless; after all, if everything can be a crucible, is
anything really a crucible? One might arguably wish to exclude experiences that
lack harshness. However, the significant element of a crucible is that it functions
as a defining moment in which a leader’s identity and leadership are shaped.
Crucible experiences, then, may be understood as intense, transformative
experiences that contribute to the shaping of a leader. These experiences often
play an essential part both in who the leader is and in the leader’s calling. At
times they are painful or may call for courageous leadership. In some sense, they
function as intensive learning opportunities where leaders learn about themselves, God, and their own leadership.
Finally, even if crucibles do not tell the whole story of a leader’s development,
the concept that Bennis and Thomas have portrayed provides a worthwhile contribution to the task of understanding a leadership journey.
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Author’s note on the participants cited:
1) Ian, a senior denominational leader;
2) Graham, a senior mission leader with experience as a local pastor and
denominational leadership;
3) Ruth, with her husband, a “pastor emeritus” of an Irish church that had
developed under her and her husband's leadership;
4) Shirley, founder of a new parachurch ministry;
5) Vic, a retired local pastor;
6) Stuart, a retired local pastor;
7) Simon, a pastor of a local church; and
8) Tim, a leader in a global organization.
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AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH FOR
DEVELOPING AUTHENTIC LEADERS IN
THE CHURCH: A LITERATURE REVIEW
Abstract: The repercussions of the leadership crises in the last quarter-century
have spurred new approaches to leadership and its development. This article
argues for the use of Uri Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological development theory as
a framework for developing authentic leaders in the church. The first section
overviews the components of authentic leadership. The next section examines
four facets of the bioecological theory that directly influence leadership development. In the final section, four action steps are proposed to enhance leadership development in the church.
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Introduction
The last decade witnessed the eruption, across the societal spectrum, of four
leadership crises that had been simmering for years. The collapse of Theranos
and the pending criminal charges for its executives exemplified the leadership
façade in corporate circles (Echols, 2019). The unearthing of decades-long sexual abuse by Catholic church leaders shattered faith in the church’s top leadership (Madhani, 2018). The demise of evangelical megachurches and denominational leaders called into question the integrity of prominent churches (Bailey,
2018; Goodstein, 2018; Welch, 2014). The tidal wave of #MeToo accusations
swept away entertainers, members of Congress, and business leaders from
positions of power and erased the secrecy that had encompassed their actions
(Gillaspie, 2018). No segment of society remains unaffected by the current leadership crisis.
The repercussion of these crises spurs a fresh examination of the nature of
leadership and the characteristics of leaders from every sector. Business leader
Bill George issued a charge for a new direction in leadership: “We need
authentic leaders, people of the highest integrity, committed to building endurDonald R. Sanders, Jr., M.R.E., is the director of the Merold Institute for Ministry at Harvester Christian Church
in St. Charles, Missouri.
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ing organizations. We need leaders who have a deep sense of purpose and are
true to their core values” (George, 2003, p. 5). Church leadership expert Aubrey
Malphurs echoes the same challenge for church leaders: “If we’re to minister
effectively with a dynamic sense of leadership, it’s imperative that we clarify
and understand the issues surrounding what it means to be a leader in today’s
innovative, fast-changing ministry landscape” (Malphurs, 2003, pp. 10–11).
One response to the crisis has been the development of the authentic leadership paradigm. The very nature of authenticity lies in knowing one’s self and
functioning in a continually self-reflective capacity (Avolio, Gardner,
Walumbwa, Luthans, & May, 2004; Gardner, Avolio, Luthans, May, &
Walumbwa, 2005; May, Chan, Hodges, & Avolio, 2003). Harter (2002) provides
a baseline definition of authenticity as:
Owning one’s personal experiences, be they thoughts, emotions, needs,
preferences, or beliefs, processes captured by the injunction to “know
oneself.” The exhortation “to thine own self be true” further implies that
one acts in accord with the true self, expressing oneself in ways that are
consistent with inner thoughts and feelings. (p. 382)
The authentic leadership paradigm extends beyond embracing a revised definition of leadership, however. Church leaders must develop authenticity in themselves, as well as in emerging leaders.
While our understanding of authentic leadership has developed through both
scholarly and practitioner writing, challenges inhibit authentic leadership
development in the church. Authentic leadership values soft skills (i.e., reflection, relationships, and decision making), which prove elusive to identify and
measure. Programs that develop authentic leaders are challenging to create. As
a result, traditional programs have focused on the short-term acquisition of
skills rather than long-term character development (Day, Fleenor, Atwater,
Sturm, & McKee, 2014). A new leadership paradigm requires new approaches to
leadership development. If the church desires to remain relevant and effective
in this current culture, developing authentic leaders must become a priority.
This article will argue for the use of Uri Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory as a framework for developing authentic leaders in the church. In the context of this article, a Christian leader is defined as “a servant who uses his or
her credibility and capabilities to influence people in a particular context to
pursue their God-given direction” (Malphurs & Mancini, 2004, p. 20). Three
specific points of commonality between authentic leadership development and
bioecological theory suggest this approach. First, authentic leadership development is an interactive process, involving the dynamic interplay between the
leader, follower, context, situation, and challenge (Walumbwa, Avolio,
Gardner, Wernsing, & Peterson, 2008). Second, because leaders grow and
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mature over time, authentic leadership development is a developmental process, which aligns with the bioecological theory (Avolio et al., 2004; Puls,
Ludden, & Freemyer, 2014). Third, authentic leadership development is a
complex process involving a myriad of variables and conditions (Shamir &
Eilam, 2005). The hallmark characteristics of the bioecological approach to
human development in authentic leadership development are interactivity,
development, and complexity. These points of commonality provide church
leaders with insight into the challenge of developing authentic leaders.
This article will address the potential usefulness of the bioecological theory for
developing authentic leaders in three sections. The first section surveys the components of authentic leadership (self-awareness, relational transparency, balanced processing, and internalized moral perspective). The next section examines four facets of the bioecological theory that can directly influence authentic
leadership development (process, person, context, and time). The final section
suggests four intentional steps church leaders can implement to enhance
authentic leadership development. In the end, viewing authentic leadership
development through the lens of bioecological theory offers promising possibilities of decreasing the leadership crisis with a generation of authentic leaders.

An Overview of Authentic Leadership Components
Authenticity in leaders is not a binary quality. Instead, authenticity can
develop, evolve, and grow in a leader. This developmental aspect applies not
only to current leaders as they seek to improve in relational and effectual areas
but also to churches seeking to implement programs focused on identifying
and developing future leaders. The first step in developing authentic leaders,
though, is to picture how authenticity looks in church leadership.
Authentic leadership consists of four components: (1) self-awareness, (2)
relational transparency, (3) balanced processing, and (4) internalized moral
perspective (Avolio, Gardner, & Walumbwa, 2007; Avolio, Walumbwa, &
Weber, 2009; Braun & Peus, 2018; Datta, 2015; Duncan, Green, Gergen, &
Ecung, 2017; Gardner, Cogliser, Davis, & Dickens, 2011; Puls et al., 2014;
Walumbwa et al., 2008). Self-awareness refers to “demonstrating an understanding of how one makes meaning of the world and how that meaning-making process impacts the way one views himself or herself over time”
(Walumbwa et al., 2008, pp. 95–96). Relational transparency consists of “presenting one’s authentic self (as opposed to a fake or distorted self) to others”
(Shamir & Eilam, 2005, p. 396). This type of presentation builds trust with others. Balanced processing describes leaders “who show that they objectively
analyze all relevant data before coming to a decision” (Walumbwa et al., 2008,
p. 95). This also includes allowing others to speak into the decision-making
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process, even if disagreeing. Finally, the internalized moral perspective refers
to “self-regulation . . . guided by internal moral standards versus group, organizational, and societal pressures” (Walumbwa et al., 2008, pp. 95–96). This
type of decision-making springs from continually reflecting on and consistently acting with internal values.
From the perspective of Christian leadership, specifically in the church, the
New Testament examples (Jesus in the Gospels, as well as church leaders in
Acts and the Epistles) and the characteristics of church leaders (given by Paul
to Timothy and Titus) demonstrate the components of authentic leadership.
Regarding self-awareness, the Apostle John understood his own faith journey
(1 John 1:1–3), and the Apostle Paul reflected on the relational difficulty of his
previous visit with the church in Corinth (2 Cor. 7:2–9). Jesus demonstrated
relational transparency as He shared His anguished sorrow with Peter, James,
and John in the garden (Matt. 26:36–44). Likewise, Paul also openly shared his
perspective on the relationship between both Philemon and Onesimus (Epistle
to Philemon). The Apostles practiced balanced processing during the
Jerusalem Council by weighing multiple streams of evidence before making a
judgment regarding the inclusion of the Gentiles into the faith (Acts 15).
Similarly, Paul demonstrates his commitment to balanced processing as
sought in the next stage of his mission (Acts 16:6–10). Finally, Paul instructed
both Timothy and Titus to select and train church leaders who utilized an
internalized moral compass (1 Tim. 3:13 and Titus 1:5–9). Thus, while Christian
leadership encompasses more than the four components of authentic leadership, they serve as a representative summary of the examples and expectations
of church leaders in the New Testament.
In summary, while the literature reveals a consensus regarding the definition and components of authentic leadership, methods for developing authentic leaders lag behind. This phenomenon may be, in part, due to the difficulty
and complexity of measuring the internal and less obvious traits of authentic
leadership, especially in the church. Thus, traditional approaches to leadership
development focus on shallow interpersonal formulas and generalized leadership platitudes; these methods will not produce leaders capable of functioning
effectively in our current culture. One potential source to bridge the gap
between identification and the development of authentic leaders is the field
of human development. The following section will briefly overview the
bioecology theory of human development.

Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological Theory
Brofenbrenner’s bioecological theory states that:
Behavior and development as a shared function of the characteristics of
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the individual and the environment, along with the larger contemporary
and historical contexts of which these are an integral part, including society and period of time in which one is born and lives his or her life.
(Gardiner, 2018, p. 13)
Uri Bronfenbrenner proposed his theory of human development in the late
1970s, fully developing the initial construction in his book The Ecology of
Human Development (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1979). His work shaped the landscape of research as scholars began to view human development in a broader
context rather than as individual characteristics occurring in a vacuum (Tudge,
2016; Tudge, Mokrova, Hatfield, & Karnik, 2009; Vélez-Agosto, Soto-Crespo,
Vizcarrondo-Oppenheimer, Vega-Molina, & Coll, 2017). Bronfenbrenner
described the theory as “ . . . an evolving theoretical system for the scientific
study of human development over time” (Bronfenbrenner, 2005, p. 3;
Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 793).
The theory comprises “four principal components and the dynamic, interactive relationships among them,” namely process, person, contexts, and time
(known as The Process-Person-Context-Time, or PPCT, Model) (Bronfenbrenner
& Morris, 2007, p. 795). The first component, the process or proximal processes,
“encompasses particular forms of interaction between organisms and environment . . . that operate over time and posited as the primary mechanisms producing human development” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 795).
The second component is the person, which can vary substantially. Three
characteristics of the person shape the course of development: dispositions,
biological resources (i.e., ability, knowledge, skill, etc.), and demand.
The third component of the PPCT Model is context, for which the entire theory may be best known. Bronfenbrenner originally described the ecological
environments as “conceived topologically as a nested arrangement of structures, each contained within the next” (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, p. 514). The
smallest context is the microsystem, comprised of “parents, relatives, close
friends, teachers, mentors, coworkers, spouses, or others who participate in
the life of the developing person on a fairly regular basis over extended periods
of time” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 796). Next, the mesosystem displays the interrelation between two or more microsystems (Bronfenbrenner,
1979); that is, microsystems overlap and interact with one another in the
mesosystem. Moving further topologically from the individual lies the exosystem. This context includes “one or more settings that do not involve the developing person as an active participant but in which events occur that affect, or
are affected by what happens in that setting” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 237).
As an example, the exosystem for a family might be the wife’s work environment. While only the wife actively participates, the events at her job certainly
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affect the entire family. The final context, the macrosystem, “refers to the consistency observed within a given culture or subculture in the form and content
of its constituent micro-, meso-, and exosystems, as well as any belief systems
or ideology underlying such consistencies” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 258).
Macrosystem items might include community initiatives, government policies,
cultural norms and expectations, etc.
The final component of the PPCT Model is time or the chronosystem. Absent in
the initial version of the theory, the latter version includes specific descriptions
of how time contributes to human development. In the microsystem, time draws
attention to how often and frequently proximal processes occur. Time in the
mesosystem describes these processes in longer and broader intervals across
days and weeks. In the macrosystem, time focuses on the changes across generations and the life course of the individual (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007).
Taken conceptually and accurately as the PPCT Model, the bioecological theory offers a powerful framework for understanding human development in
many different areas, as well as how authentic leaders develop. This framework
consists of a process of interaction, the unique characteristics of each person,
embedded contexts that develop with interactions between people, and the element of time. Given the potential for using the bioecological theory to develop
authentic leaders, the final section proposes steps for integrating the two specifically in the context of the local church.

Steps for Integration
Leadership development in the church can be defined as “the intentional
process of helping established and emerging leaders at every level of ministry
to assess and develop their Christian character and to acquire, reinforce, and
refine their ministry knowledge and skills” (Malphurs & Mancini, 2004, p. 23).
Every church can create a plan, or curriculum, to develop leaders. This comprehensive plan should include an explicit curriculum (what is openly
espoused and intentional), an implicit curriculum (what is learned through
experience), and a null curriculum (an acknowledgment of what is omitted)
(Estep, Estep, & White, 2012). This definition of leadership development and a
curriculum schema creates many potential points of integration with
Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory. Specifically, four possible action steps
for integration are suggested: (1) require leaders to deal with their past, (2) conduct a system-wide leadership development audit, (3) learn to view emerging
and current leaders with future eyes, and (4) exchange isolation for community
as the primary leadership development commodity.
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Require All Leaders to Deal with Their Past
The root concept of authenticity involves the leader knowing his or her true
self and acting consistently with the true self. The first step to authentic leadership, then, is discovering the true self. This self-discovery involves a review of
the leader’s personal history, trigger events, and leadership story (Gardner et
al., 2005). Being authentic necessarily requires a genuine examination of the
road the leader followed to arrive at a particular position, in a specific context,
at a particular time. The leader’s life story is a personal self-narrative that
includes experiences, difficulties, victories, relationships with mentors, key
turning points, and learning events all in the context of God’s providential
working in his or her life. However, these life-stories are not merely an objective
retelling of events. Instead, they comprise the personal interpretations and narratives that relate the unique shaping of the leader’s past development (Shamir
& Eilam, 2005). Thus, a life-story forms the foundational identity for the leader
and provides the lens through which he or she views the path ahead.
From an ecological perspective, two components of the PPCT Model can
assist in the development of self-awareness by reviewing the leader’s life-story.
First, consider the personal make-up of the leader. Regarding the uniqueness
of each person, Bronfenbrenner states, “The differentiation of these three
forms (dispositions, resources, and demand characteristics) leads to their combination in patterns of Person structure that can further account for differences
in the direction and power of resultant proximal processes and their development effects” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 796). Each person comprises
a unique combination of biology, personality, experience, and environment.
Thus, the understanding of self is paramount for developing into an authentic
leader as every leader develops along a unique trajectory.
A second component of the PPCT Model also contributes to the development
of the person/leader’s self-story: the aspect of time. Bronfenbrenner noted that
development “extends over the life course, across successive generations, and
through historical time, both past and future” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007,
p. 793). Ultimately, the leader’s self-story is one of development over time–the
history of how he or she has become the person he or she is. For some, the
story traces back in time for generations, as people and events converged. For
example, consider how immigration from another country, moving across the
country, or the death of a loved one might shape a person. The story could also
include seemingly unrelated events that, when put into the context of personal
or leadership development, suddenly take on new significance (choice of a college, a job change, or decision to change careers).
One method for investigating the self-story is writing a leadership autobiography (Brookfield, 1995). The individual reflects on both leaders under whom
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he or she has served and also situations he or she has led. This exercise
explores the people and experiences that shape an individual’s assumptions
about leadership. Gardner et al. (2005) view “the leader's personal history and
key trigger events to be antecedents for authentic leadership development” (p.
348). Critical reflection on one’s leadership autobiography guides the leader to
learn from past failures or disappointments as well as successes or joys, thus
enhancing authenticity.
For the leader in the church, a significant facet of the life-story may be conversion or experience of salvation. The Apostle Paul frequently related his conversion experience (Acts 22 and 26) and viewed his past experiences (Phil. 3:5–
7) as a powerful self-story. Thus, leaders in the church benefit greatly from
reflecting on their past and how God worked through those events (both successes and failures) to shape them.

Conduct a System-wide Leadership Development Audit
For a church desiring to develop authentic leaders, a survey of the development landscape provides a basic overview of its specific setting. First, the survey can focus on each of the ecological contexts (Avolio & Gardner, 2005). The
microsystems focus on individual environments (family, work, etc.). How does
each environment work for or against individual leadership development? For
example, do family circumstances keep a person from engaging in development processes? Does the work schedule preclude involvement in leadership?
The mesosystem comprises the intersection of microsystems. Are leadership
skills developed in the church useful at work, or vice versa? Does the leader
exhibit consistent behavior at home, work, and church? The exosystem consists of environments where the person/leader is not actively involved but still
affects him or her. These contexts may include local or denominational church
leadership. Does the church leadership intentionally create opportunities for
developing leaders or mentor younger potential leaders? From a historical perspective, have past failures influenced current leadership development attitudes and actions? Finally, the macrosystem includes cultural or societal forces
affecting the individual’s development. How does the church’s particular confessional context impact leadership development in general? Does church polity restrict leadership to only those ordained? Do theological positions restrict
leadership (i.e., gender roles in leadership as defined by egalitarianism or complementarianism)? These questions can assist in developing an assessment of a
church’s leadership development culture.
Second, the leadership development survey can examine both existing and
needed processes. In the PPCT Model, the process is the interaction between
the person and the environment. Bronfenbrenner held that “the properties of
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the person and of the environment, the structure of environmental settings,
and the processes taking place within and between them must be viewed as
interdependent and analyzed in system terms” (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 41).
From a leadership development standpoint, all the interactions between people and the environment in the micro- and mesosystems affect the entire process of leadership development. Do intentional processes identify, enlist, and
encourage potential leaders? Do intentional processes exist whereby leaders
interact with one another and develop as leaders? How do current leaders
improve and grow? Can new leaders participate in leadership in low leverage
situations as they make initial strides toward development (Puls et al., 2014)?
Do experienced leaders interact with new leaders for mentoring purposes? How
do the current leadership processes encourage or discourage the development
of authentic leaders? Church leaders should inventory their current interactive
environments to discover points of success and identify voids in the development process.

Learn to View Emerging and Current Leaders with Future Eyes
The bioecological theory seeks to understand how time affects leadership
development. Time catalogs a leader’s development in the past and measures
future development. Leadership development requires a significant investment
of time and should be viewed as a life-long process. Bronfenbrenner included
the idea of time in his definition of development, stating, “We use the term
development to refer to stability and change in the biopsychological characteristics of human beings over the life course and across generations”
(Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 796). While a degree of competence should
be expected at some point in the development process, a leader (and the
church developing the leader) must take the view that the development process continues as younger leaders develop into more mature, seasoned leaders.
From a biblical perspective, leaders in the church must take a long view of
leadership development. For example, Barnabas took a new believer, Paul,
under his wing and mentored him (Acts 9:26–30; 11:19–30). The two eventually
served together in the growing ministry in Antioch, where the Spirit sent them
into the mission field (Acts 13:1–3). Eventually, Paul even surpassed Barnabas
as the leader of the team (Acts 13:13). Paul then followed the example of
Barnabas and invested time into young apprentices like Timothy and Titus,
who eventually led significant ministries in their own right. Even after an initial failure, John Mark (another one of Paul’s young apprentices) later became
useful to Paul (Acts 13:3; 15:36–41; 2 Tim. 4:11). Leadership takes time to develop, and frequently leaders experience successes and failures over that time.
Generational mentoring also displays how time influences leadership devel-
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opment. Timothy’s mother and grandmother played a significant role in his
development (2 Tim. 1:5). Inter-generational leadership development also
played an important role in Paul’s instructions to Timothy as Paul instructed
him to entrust the gospel to faithful men who would then teach others (2 Tim.
2:2). Paul wrote to another young leader, Titus, instructing him to encourage
older women to teach the younger women (Titus 2:4–5). The early church modeled generational mentoring as a form of leadership development. Church
leaders today would do well to emulate this practice.

Exchange Unstructured Isolation for Intentional Community as the
Primary Leadership Development Commodity
Two of the four primary dimensions of authentic leadership should be considered in light of the process component of the ecological model: relational
transparency and balanced processing. Both aspects require a high degree of
personal interaction as leaders develop transparent relationships and inclusive
decision-making. Bronfenbrenner used the term “reciprocity” to describe the
interplay between persons in a context as they engage in “concomitant mutual
feedback” (Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007, p. 57; Lowe & Lowe, 2018, p. 16).
Reciprocal personal relationships form the foundation of relationship transparency and balanced processing. Without engaging in these meaningful relationships, leaders cannot relate to those they lead.
Church leaders need meaningful relationships with other leaders to continue to develop. While these relationships can occur both in formal and informal
contexts, they must be intentional. For example, scheduling time for group
leaders or teachers to come together and share successes, failures, and needs
produces a formative context for reciprocal relationships. These relationships
do not always have to be formal, though. Informal mentoring relationships
between experienced, seasoned leaders and emerging leaders also helps develop both types of leaders, just as Priscilla and Aquilla mentored Apollos (Acts
18:24–28).
Therefore, the church must provide both the opportunity and the setting for
developing these types of relationships. These settings naturally occur in the
context of the mesosystem of the church. Informally, opportunities to connect
leaders with followers where relationships can develop apart from the
demands of ministry are essential. Formally, providing opportunities for feedback and evaluation are crucial. Allowing leaders to reflect critically on learning situations can bring growth. Arranging for leaders to build a relationship
with trusted mentors to provide truthful feedback (both positive and constructive) also allows for growth in leadership.
Along with meaningful relationships, emerging church leaders need mean-
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ingful experiences to develop. “To develop someone, you must provide experiences that accelerate learning and development” (Geiger & Peck, 2016, p. 167).
These meaningful experiences produce opportunities not just to exercise leadership skills but also topics of conversation and evaluation for mentor relationships. As critical as the lessons are, subsequent reflection and assessment may
be even more vital for leaders to develop. For example, suppose an emerging
leader steps to the forefront and fails miserably. Experience alone offers limited
opportunity for self-reflection, while intentional reflection on the failure with
other leaders will provide robust development for emerging leaders. Reciprocal
relationships spring from real experiences.
In summary, a church seeking to develop authentic leaders can engage in
intentional action designed to allow leaders to grow authentically. First, leaders should process their past to understand themselves and how God has
shaped them for leadership. Second, churches can audit their specific leadership development landscape in the various ecological contexts to identify both
strengths and deficiencies in the development process. Next, churches can
realize how time affects leadership development and builds intentional training systems. Finally, churches can exchange isolation for the community as the
primary currency of leadership development. In the final section, specific suggestions for application will be proposed.

Real-World Application
From a church leadership perspective, integrating the bioecological theory
and authentic leadership development principles can seem like an academic
exercise that looks good on paper but perhaps lacks real-world application.
While potential applications are numerous, four specific action points for
developing authentic leaders in the church will be considered.
First, use the ordination process as a time of self-discovery for incoming pastors. Different denominations and their varying traditions handle the call to
ministry in various fashions, varying from brief and informal to lengthy and
formal. Regardless of established programs and practices, entering ministry is
an excellent time for governing bodies to facilitate a time of self-discovery for
candidates for ordination. Specifically, candidates can reflect on three elements that comprise their own unique person: past leaders’ experiences (successes and failure), the conversion experience, and the call to ministry. These
reflections can be an informal personal exercise or incorporated formally into
the ordination process. The candidate then enters ministry with a better understanding of the forces and experiences that have shaped his or her leadership
journey to this point.
The church I serve has adopted this approach into our ordination process.
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Candidates for ordination must submit two videos that focus on self-discovery
(the videos are not professionally produced but are created using a smartphone). In the first video, each candidate recounts and details his/her conversion experience. In the second video, each candidate elaborates on his/her call
to ministry. While these two experiences may be assumed, the discipline of
reflection and verbalizing those experiences forces the candidate to connect
previously unconnected life experiences in the formation of new, developing
personal narrative. From an ecological perspective, this reflection draws from
every context in identifying formative influences and events. From an authentic leadership perspective, video creation provides the opportunity for deep
self-reflection and awareness. Those who have completed the videos consistently note both the challenge and benefit of using past experiences to clarify
future direction.
Next, exchange isolation for the community by converting existing programs, schedules, and meetings to intentionally include elements of reflection,
accountability, encouragement, and mentoring. For example, annual leadership retreats or regular offsite conferences can be reconfigured to focus less on
planning and tasks, and more on building a positive leadership development
culture. Monthly or weekly meetings can also include a focus on leadership
development for paid and volunteer leaders. Cross-team interaction allows for
sharing outside the typical reporting structure. Cross-generational communication allows seasoned leaders an opportunity for self-reflection as they guide
and mentor emerging leaders. Younger leaders benefit from these intentional
interactions as they gain wisdom from past successes and failures, incorporating valuable insight(s) into their growing leadership repertoire.
Third, employ reflective journaling as a means of authentic leadership
development. The benefits of journaling have long been known as many incorporate the discipline into their spiritual practices. However, reflective journaling has tremendous benefits from a leadership perspective. In this practice,
leaders regularly reflect (if not daily) on conversations, events, successes, difficulties, and experiences. The purpose of the exercise is to intentionally allow
time for evaluation, circumspection, and reflection upon the experiences of a
leader. As an example, a leader can mentally replay a tense or conflict-filled
conversation and evaluate his or her role, contribution, responses, emotions,
or body language. Specific questions related to evaluation can help assess
these leadership experiences. When repeated over time, reflective journaling
not only provides the leader’s self-feedback for individual experiences, but also
builds a catalog that allows leaders to measure growth over time (chronosystem). This practice is akin to sports teams “watching film” of the previous
game to analyze performance, identify areas for improvement, and reinforce
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successful habits. Reflective journaling can become a powerful practice in
developing authenticity within the microsystem and mesosystem contexts.
Finally, church leaders can encourage and facilitate the development of
intentional relationships that promote authentic leadership development.
Church leadership and pastoring can become a lonely road, especially in
smaller church settings. Relationships that provide encouragement, accountability, and mentoring may not always be readily available within the immediate church context. Therefore, church leadership should make it a priority to
seek out these essential relationships–even outside their own church contexts.
Building relationships outside immediate ministry contexts can also provide
helpful objectivity that may not exist within the immediate church context.
Church leaders can grow as leaders amid relationships where they mentor
other emerging leaders and are mentored by more seasoned leaders.
As noted above, the potential areas of integration and application for the
bioecological theory and authentic leadership development are many. As
church leaders incorporate the language and tenets of both into their own
leadership cultures, many more opportunities for authentic leadership will
emerge. As leaders begin to see themselves and their ministry contexts through
these lenses, authentic leadership development will become second nature to
church leaders.

Conclusion
The church faces a leadership crisis. Malphurs and Mancini conclude, “The
solution to the leadership crisis is to do a much better job of leadership development–not the preparation of better senior pastors or church staffs alone but
the development of committed leaders at every level within the organization”
(2004, p. 11). The implications for viewing authentic leadership development
through the lens of bioecological theory offer promising possibilities for the
church. The potential for developing strategies not only for individuals but also
for church or denominational-wide initiatives lies in taking a system-wide view
of the potential for developing authentic leaders.
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PETER SMITH

BIBLICAL AND HISTORICAL CRITERIA
FOR EVALUATING A MINISTRY
ORGANIZATION
Introduction
The Christian leader in the present age contends with a challenge of aim.
What is the target? What will guide Christian leaders in their everyday work?
What makes for a good aim? There is evidence that a specific set of criteria–
employed since the first-century Christian church–has borne fruit through a
variety of cultures and eras. This evidence can provide Christian leaders of
today with the confidence to pursue that criterion in the ministry they lead
as they form a useful means of evaluating a leader’s efforts.
Evangelist and scholar Michael Green first published the criteria presented
here in his book Evangelism Now and Then (published in the U.S. as First
Things Last). Green identified vital characteristics of the early church described
in the book of Acts and called for their reemphasis in contemporary
Christianity. With a nod to Dr. Richard Lovelace and his exhaustive surveys of
renewal movements throughout Christian history, this article will provide further affirmation of Green’s characteristics by employing a historical review.
In recent years, the movement of Jesus’s followers has become increasingly
diverse. Whereas at one time virtually all actions committed in the name of
Christ were done through the local church or a denomination as a whole,
recent generations have seen the rise of interdenominational mission boards
and other parachurch organizations. As a result, various terms, including
“churches,” “renewal movements,” and “Christian organizations” will be used
in this article to describe ministries that have sought to be fruitful in their
endeavors for our Lord.
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Let us begin with an introductory description of the eight characteristics of the
early church, grouped into three categories/directions; presented after will be
biblical and historical evidence for each.

Reaching Up
Two of the characteristics that Green proposed for Christian leaders to apply
to their ministry can be characterized by the phrase “Reaching Up.” A description of an individual’s relationship with God is that of vertical, that is, focused
on God “above.” Therefore, “Reaching Up” characteristics emphasize our personal relationship with God.
When we look at the characteristics of fruitful renewal movements, we see
two aspects of churches that pursue a close relationship with God. First, they
engage in dynamic worship. By definition, there is power in such worship.
When the youth ministry Young Life began, its founder, Jim Rayburn, created
the motto, “It is a sin to bore a youth with the Gospel” (Rayburn, 2012). The
ways of God are tremendous, not boring! We ought to “Reach Up” to Him with
fittingly impactful worship.
The power-filled renewal movement will also teach transforming truth. Such
a movement knows the Bible not just as a collection of words, but as the full
disclosure of God’s loving message to the human race. Thus churches to teach
transforming truth see the pivotal places where the Word of God is above them,
and the ways of the human race are around them. Not only do they teach transforming truth, but these believers also help unbelievers see God’s clear alternative to the ways of death surrounding them. The distinctive knowledge of the
God whose “ways are not our ways” not only transforms our lives and worldviews; such sound theology also enables us to “Reach Up” to God as He has
revealed Himself.

Reaching In
The next question we must ask is: Is the ministry functioning healthily?
When we examine the characteristics that focus on how well a church
“Reaches In,” we must look at three areas: authentic fellowship, every member
ministry, and shared leadership.
Authentic fellowship begs the questions: Do the believers share life? Do they
do so with complete honesty? The keyword here is fellowship, or koinonia,
which means “holding things in common.” If one’s resources are available to
others in the fellowship–“according as each one had need” (Acts 4:35, KJV)–
and if joys and sorrows are shared openly, then that fellowship is engaging in a
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level of companionship and interdependence virtually unknown in the secular
world, where too often independence is seen as a cardinal virtue.
Every member ministry focuses on involving every member in the work, as
opposed to ministry only being done by a few. Pastors and Christian leaders
often try to do too much by themselves. Others seem unable to motivate their
church members to take an active part. Jesus trained His disciples–the 12 and
the 70–for active ministry. He then commissioned those disciples to go and
make new disciples.
The final element of “Reaching In” asks: Is there shared leadership, or are
there just a few who are always in charge? Too many churches are rigid and
stuck because those who have “always led” continue to “always lead.” Nothing
new is done, no new people are brought in, and soon everyone else either dies,
quits, or moves away.

Reaching Out
Three characteristics describe how a ministry moves outside of its own population toward those who need to hear the Gospel and embrace Jesus as their
Lord. “Reaching Out,” or outreach, in this sense, is synonymous with the mission of the church.
According to Matthew 25:34–45, an accurate test for the authenticity of a
Christian movement is how eagerly the members care for the people outside
their doors. Caring for other Christians is also necessary, but that is well-covered under the umbrella of authentic fellowship. However, care for others refers
to care toward those who are beyond the boundaries of the fellowship, yet are
the neighbors that Jesus commanded us to love. Loving someone simply
because the recipient is in need demonstrates the person showing love has a
secure sense of him- or herself to give away what others would hoard.
The next questions that must be asked include: Does the renewal movement
look beyond itself? Do the members do what they, themselves, will gain from,
or are they mission-oriented? Jesus was undoubtedly focused on what others
needed–as should we. I once heard a local church leader say, “We need to
bring in new members so that they will help us pay for the programs we are
already doing.” May it never be! New people will lead us in new directions of
ministry, for growth necessitates change. Surely Jesus’s motivation for our
reaching out beyond ourselves has more to do with caring for the souls of those
who do not yet know Him!
Finally, do the constituents of a particular church maintain a passion for
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Jesus? Are His pleasure and glory their motivation? Or are they keeping a passion for themselves? “Passion” in this context is neither linked to Christ’s crucifixion nor sensuality. We need to have a passion for the One whose passion for
us led to His ultimate, undeserved, sacrifice. Keeping the passion for one’s
faith fresh is essential for long-term effectiveness.

A Survey of Renewal Movements: How the
Characteristics Appeared Through History
Dynamic Worship–Biblical Evidence
Acts 13 begins by describing the church in Antioch. We will return to the
first three verses in a moment, but first notice the second verse: “While they
were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, ‘Set apart for me
Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them’” (ESV).
The worship was so important to the leaders that they fasted rather than
interrupted their worship. Additionally, their worship made such an impact
that they obeyed (in unison) what they understood God to be commanding
them during this endeavor. They were open to giving voice to what the Holy
Spirit impressed upon them, open to testing the message, and open to obeying.

Dynamic Worship–Historical Evidence
Justin Martyr. Justin Martyr (AD 100–165) is widely known for his spirited
defenses of the faith. Also, he also left detailed descriptions of early Christian
worship. Notice the emphasis on Scripture and prayer in the following passage
by Martyr:
On the day called Sunday, there is a gathering together in the same place
of all who live in a given city or rural district. The memoirs of the apostles
or the writings of the prophets are read, as long as time permits. Then
when the reader ceases, the leader, in a discourse, admonishes and urges
the imitation of these good things. Next, we all rise together and send up
prayers. When we cease from our prayer, bread is presented and wine and
water. The leader, in the same manner, sends up prayers and thanksgivings, according to his ability, and the people sing out their assent, saying
the “Amen.” A distribution and participation of the elements for which
thanks have been given is made to each person, and to those who are not
present, they are sent by the deacons. (Martyr, n.d.)
Martin Luther. Martin Luther (1483–1546), an earnest young man with a
gifted mind and a very active conscience, entered the monastery and then the
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priesthood. He was overwhelmed by his inability to live with the righteousness
that God had every right to demand. Change came with the help of an older
monk who served as a mentor to Luther; Luther later wrote:
At last meditating day and night, by the mercy of God, I . . . began to
understand that the righteousness of God is that through which the righteous live by a gift of God, namely by faith . . . Here I felt as if I were
entirely born again and had entered paradise itself through the gates that
had been flung open. (Galli, n.d.)
In keeping with the pattern begun by Bernard of Clairvaux and many others,
Luther put his insights into music. In possession of a strong singing voice,
Luther’s lyrics utilized the special memory aid that music provides. The doctrines of salvation by grace through faith, as well as the sole authority of Holy
Scripture, ring throughout such classic hymns as “Savior of the Nations,
Come” (which he may have translated from St. Ambrose’s original words into
Latin), and “A Mighty Fortress is Our God,” the melody of which he is believed
to have composed (Hustad, 1990).
John and Charles Wesley. Respectively, a great preacher and hymn-writer
of the Methodist movement, these brothers cared deeply about maximizing the
change that Christ could make in the lives of common people for which they
cared. Finding themselves responsible for the spiritual growth of hundreds of
thousands, John urged Methodists to focus the singing aspect of worship
toward glorifying God. “Worship is the connecting point for the congregation
to enter the very presence of God through which they can receive the means of
grace” (McLaren, 2003, p. 65).

Teach Transforming Truth–Biblical Evidence
From the first century beginnings of Christianity, effective evangelists and
pastors have found the glaring errors in a culture’s understanding of the world
and have responded with clarifying truth based on the Word of God.
Acts 11 stresses how seriously the early church took teaching the Christian
faith, so much so that they imported Barnabas, who in turn brought Saul from
Tarsus, and “for a whole year they met with the church and taught a large
number of people” (Acts 11:26, ESV).
Additionally, some of the transforming truths on which the New Testament
community focused included leadership (Col. 1:25), destiny/fate (Rev. 5:12),
and the fear of death (John 3:16).
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Teach Transforming Truth–Historical Evidence
In his earlier work Evangelism in the Early Church, Michael Green identified
several New Testament themes that challenged the dominant thinking of the
culture surrounding them. A fatalistic surrender to one’s supposed destiny was
a frequent target of correction (Green, 1978, p. 21, 124). Much of this continued
throughout the first generations of Christians.
St. John of the Cross. Early in the Renaissance, St. John of the Cross (1542–
1591) addressed a topic that still challenges many. While many people find joy
in their early experiences as followers of Jesus Christ, the phenomenon of spiritual discouragement is widespread and of mortal danger. While written in the
late 16th century, the explanation offered by St. John of the Cross in The Dark
Night of the Soul is a worthy complement to Romans 7, and continues reassuring many still today:
. . . The soul, after it has been . . . converted to the service of God, is, as a
rule, spiritually nurtured and caressed by God, even as is the tender child
by its loving mother, who . . . carries it and caresses it in her arms; but, as
the child grows bigger, the mother . . . sets down the child from her arms
and makes it walk upon its feet, so that it may lose the habits of a child
and betake itself to more important and substantial occupations. (St. John
of the Cross, n.d.)
The Clapham Sect. Forty years after the Wesley’s participation in the First
Great Awakening, William Wilberforce felt called by God to pursue the abolition of slavery. Gathering a company of committed Christians with a wide array
of skills, they focused their efforts on changing the mindset of a nation. It took
more than 30 years, but the “Clapham Sect” gradually turned the great ship of
the English people until their souls would no longer abide by the buying and
selling of human beings, no matter the financial profit dangled before them as
a lure (Howse, 1953).
Ajith Fernando. A Sri Lankan Christian responding to national prejudice,
Ajith Fernando leads a nationwide evangelistic ministry in his native Sri Lanka.
In his book Jesus-Driven Ministry, he speaks from the perspective of someone
whose homeland has been ravaged by a civil war between the dominant
Singhalese and the minority Tamils, who rebelled against perceived injustices.
At one point, one of Fernando's ministry partners–of Tamil heritage–was
put in jail, suspected of acting with the terrorist rebels. Fernando, himself ethnically Singhalese, was convinced “it was necessary for me to take him his
lunch every day to the police station where he was held for 45 days. We may
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think that something like this takes us away from our work, but this is part of
our work as leaders.” This experience is a vivid testimony of the transformational power of Christian unity (Fernando, 2002).

Authentic Fellowship–Biblical Evidence
Jesus prayed that those who believed in Him through the testimony of the
apostles would “be one, just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they
also may be in us, so that the world may believe that you have sent me” (John
17:21, ESV). Acts 4:32–35 bears witness to the great unity of the early
Christians, with the Greek text of verse 34, particularly pointing to their
extraordinary mutual generosity as a cause for “with great power the apostles
were giving their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus” (ESV).
Further biblical evidence can be seen in the identities of the leaders of the
Antioch Church (Acts 13:1–3). Among them, Green describes:
Barnabus, a Cypriot landowner and Levite; Simeon nicknamed “the
swarthy,” who was clearly black; Lucius from Cyrene in North Africa, who
was probably black too; Manaen, one of the intimates of the Herod family, and therefore very much an aristocrat; and a fiery intellectual from
Tarsus by the name of Saul. I do not imagine that it was very easy for this
lot to live together in peace. But they must have achieved it. (Green, 1979)

Authentic Fellowship–Historical Evidence
St. Augustine. The importance of authentic fellowship can be seen in the
pattern of life described by St. Augustine in his Confessions. This gifted scholar
had a close circle of companions; this group stayed beside Augustine as he
struggled with the guilt of his sinful ways before he committed himself to
Christ, as well as when he dared to begin the life of faith. Addressing his words
to God, he wrote:
Our plan was formed with your knowledge but was not publicly known,
except to our intimate circle. It was agreed among us that it was not to be
published generally. Meanwhile, to us who were climbing out of the ‘valley of tears’ (Ps. 83:6 f.) and singing a ‘song of steps’ (Ps. 119:33), you had
given ‘sharp arrows and destroying coals’ to answer any deceitful tongues
of criticism (Ps. 119:3 f.). Tongues that appear to be offering helpful advice
can actually be hostile opponents and, in offering love, may devour us in
the way people consume food. (1991, p. 156)
This group of friends continued to encourage and defend one another as
their spiritual adventure continued.
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Roman Catholic Church. The value of authentic fellowship is seen in its
absence. The monasteries and abbeys of the Roman Catholic Church were
intended to be places of equality and brotherhood. However, the unequal
acquisition of wealth within some of these brotherhoods betrayed many of the
ideals of their founders and contributed to a rejection of the Roman Church
over the centuries, culminating in the Protestant Reformation.
Pietist Movement. The seeds of the modern understanding of authentic fellowship can be seen in a sequence that began with the Pietist movement within the Lutheran church in the 17th century. Philip Jacob Spener (1635–1705)
was deeply concerned with the spiritual apathy that ran rampant through the
German Lutheran Church. Convinced, however, that God had “promised His
church here on earth a better state than this” (Spener, 1964), he drew from the
example of Christ Himself.
Spener used ecclesiolae–“churches within churches”–to reach out to the
nominal members of the state church, the only unreached people group to
which he had access (Spener, 1964). Spener’s connection to the Anglican
Anthony Horneck, led to the latter’s encouragement of Spener’s program of
“little churches” or collegia pietatis. In the early 1700s, both Samuel and
Susannah Wesley (the parents of John and Charles) organized gatherings outside of the usual activities of an Anglican church and incorporated this initiative. Count Nicholas Zinzendorf–the founder of the Moravian Church–as well
as Wesley himself, are among those directly influenced by Spener’s early
description of what is now known as the “Small Group Movement.”
Authentic fellowship has occurred through church history and occurs today
throughout the globe. The Holy Spirit of God flourishes where and when
believers engage in such authentic fellowship.

Every Member Ministry–Biblical Evidence
The life and ministry of Simon Peter demonstrate the priority the early church
placed on the participation of every Christian in ministry. He was present when
the risen Christ commanded those identified as “disciples” in Galilee, “Go and
make disciples from among all ethnic groups” (Matt. 28:18–20, emphasis
added). Peter, present at the conversion of the first Gentile (Acts 10), also
defended the participation of non-Jews in the evangelization of the world at the
Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15:7–11). In his first letter to the scattered believers,
he named them “a royal priesthood” (1 Pet. 2:9, ESV), while addressing the second letter “To those who have obtained a faith of equal standing with ours” (2
Pet. 1:1, ESV). The “work of all” was to be “all the work.”
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Every Member Ministry–Historical Evidence
Second century Christians obeyed this command in high numbers, as
Aristides described in his apology: “They live in the awareness of their smallness. Kindliness is their nature. There is no falsehood among them. They love
one another. They do not neglect widows” (Arnold, 1972).
Michael Green himself drew support from Adolph Harnack (1908), who
wrote, “We cannot hesitate to believe that the great mission of Christianity was
in reality accomplished by means of informal missionaries.”
Nicholas Zinzendorf. Zinzendorf, who had studied under Pietist leader
August Hermann Francke (Galli, 1982), wove the idea of “every member ministry” into the fiber of life at Herrnhut. The attitude of imitating the servanthood of Christ pervaded. All–foreign missionary or Herrnhut cooper–were part
of the missionary effort, and put in 16 hours of work per day.
Those who seek a church faithful to the example of the Apostles will resonate with the quote of Bishop Jablonski’s: “When I read the intelligence from
Herrnhut, it is as if I saw the mode of life of the Primitive Christians reproduced” (Lewis, 1962).
Contemporary expressions. Greg Ogden, in his book The New Reformation,
cites six changes in recent years to the landscape of the Christian church,
which “have unleashed the ministry of the whole body,” including the idea
that “all God’s people are ministers. ‘Ministry’ does not equal ‘tasks for the
church’ but is an expression of the giftedness of the Body” (Ogden, 1990).
Modern management science has since affirmed the best practices of these
leaders in historic renewal movements, as evidenced by the following quote
from Stevens and Collins (1993):
A systems pastor establishes deep inter-personal allegiances with the
members of the congregation and with the whole congregation and functions as a primary (not sole) guide to evoking health and life through
coaching, playing, defending and sometimes confronting. (p. xvii)
Every member ministry is an essential component of the “life together” of any
church family.
I have personally taught this material at the Africa Theological Seminary in
Kitale, Kenya. There, students active in ministry regularly express concern that
the elders of the church do not provide an opportunity for younger leaders to
develop. This flies in the face of both biblical and historical evidence.
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Shared Leadership–Biblical Evidence
First-century Christians shared the leadership of their church family. The
twelve who had been called by Jesus, even before receiving the gift of the Holy
Spirit (recorded in Acts 2), did not consider the privilege of their apostleship
something to be grasped. Instead, in Christ-like humility, they chose to replace
the deceased traitor Judas with a qualified fellow-witness of Jesus’s public ministry. By the time of Acts 6, with the growing church in need of a diversified
ministry, the Apostles established the role of deacon, looking for leaders who,
like themselves, were filled with the Holy Spirit.
In Acts 13:1, as we look at the church in Antioch when the Spirit commanded
that those who gathered set apart Saul and Barnabas to go out from among them,
there is no indication of who was their leader. Even if it was Saul and Barnabas,
God was putting them out of that job, so others would need to take over.

Shared Leadership–Historical Evidence
When the 4th century church began to imitate the army structure of the
Roman Empire, the domination of church leadership began. The Protestant
Reformation only began to undo those restrictive bonds. Present church leadership must develop and implement processes by which new leaders are raised
to serve God in full obedience to the leading of the Holy Spirit.
Richard Baxter. The preface to Richard Baxter’s book, The Reformed Pastor,
gives insight to an early attempt at this. Writing in 1656, Baxter was invited by other
pastors to address them for their benefit and to build up their work as pastors.
However, he also knew he would have lay readers and reminded them–as they
were about to witness strong words to their pastors that might disclose the imperfections that lie beneath the robes of their office–not to judge too harshly, writing:
“God has put men, and not angels, in the office of church guides” (Baxter, 1956).
John Wesley. John Wesley set a good example of sharing leadership when
he ordained Francis Asbury as bishop to the American Colonies (Walker, 1970).
By this act–brave and even rebellious though it was–Wesley's effective ministry was multiplied.

Care for Others–Biblical Evidence
Ralph Martin wrote that “the New Testament teaching on [benevolent giving
as a] part of Christian worship . . . involves the giving of the Church for the
work of God and the furtherance of the Gospel,” citing 1 Corinthians 16:14 as an
expression of that “First Principle” of the Christian life: “Concern for those who
are in distress” (Martin, 1975).
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We see this in Acts 11:28, where Agabus demonstrates concern for those
affected by the famine in Jerusalem and elsewhere. The compassion is not just
for temporary physical needs, but also eternal spiritual ones. Additionally, in
Acts 13 deep concern is shown for those who have never heard the Gospel.

Care for Others–Historical Evidence
Aristides. As early as the Apology of Aristides, we find this description of
the practice of early Christians:
If they see a traveling stranger they bring him under their roof . . . If anyone among them is poor or comes into want while they themselves have
nothing to spare, they fast two or three days for him. (Arnold, 1972)
William Wilberforce. At the beginning of the 19th century, Wilberforce and
his ministry partners from Clapham were motivated by Christian compassion.
Wilberforce worked tirelessly, both to end the slave trade and to free those who
had been enslaved, a process that took nearly his entire life (Howse, 1953).
Additionally, he and his colleagues also made substantial improvements in the
areas of child labor, care of orphans, and other unfair labor practices (Howse,
1953). They continued the spirit of the work begun by Whitfield and Wesley’s
outreach to the coal miners and others of the working poor (Birrell, 1951), and
further continued by Lord Shaftesbury, who made even more impact in helping
the urban poor of England realize improvements in their living conditions
(Shaftesbury, 1844).
Care for others is a characteristic of fruitful churches. It is demonstrated
when Christians respond compassionately and creatively to their neighbor’s
problems while remaining true to the faith handed down once and for all.
Since Jesus marked such compassion as a critical identification for His disciples, every church family seeking the health that comes from faithfulness
should strive to exhibit this Christ-like care.

Looking Beyond Self–Biblical Evidence
The first followers of Jesus set the pattern of sacrificial devotion to making
disciples from among all peoples. With the Great Commission, Jesus gave a
new command to the people who would identify themselves as belonging to
Him. He told them, in effect, to not focus on the personal benefits they would
personally gain from coming under the care, blessing, and protection of their
Advocate and Friend in Heaven. He wanted us to look beyond.
Biblical evidence of looking beyond self is found in the church in Antioch.
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Acts 13:3 tells us that after hearing from what they understood to be the Holy
Spirit, the leaders of the church “placed their hands on [Paul and Barnabas] and
sent them off.” Do today’s Christian leaders share their “best people” so freely?
What is more, the Apostle James urged his readers not to show preference to
the rich and powerful (who could make the believer’s life comfortable), but to
treat the poor with dignity. “Has not God chosen those who are poor in the
world to be rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom, which He has promised to
those who love Him?” (Jas. 2:5, ESV).

Looking Beyond Self–Historical Evidence
Origen. Famously, the early Christian leader Origen was deeply influenced
by his father’s imprisonment. As a youth, Origen wanted so much to also suffer
for the Lord that his mother resorted to cunning wiles; we are told that “she
hid all his clothing and compelled him to stay at home” (Eusebius, 1965).
William Taylor and the Wesleyans. In a sense, all movements that result
in church growth demonstrate that believers are looking beyond themselves.
When William Taylor, a Wesleyan evangelist from California, came to South
Africa in 1865 after a successful Australian campaign, the local Dutch
Reformed minister made his bigger church building available to Taylor and the
Wesleyans (Orr, 1975).
Sunday School Movement. The Sunday School Movement, which was started in 1780 by Robert Raikes of England, targeted children of the poor working
class of Gloucester, a city in England filled with factories. The parents, forced to
work seven days a week to keep their jobs, were not bringing their children to
church; as such, Raikes made it the mission of his church to get the children
and bring them to where they could be fed, taught, and loved (Orr, 1975).
Pandita Ramabai. The Indian subcontinent provides a non-western model
for looking beyond self. During the late 1800s, Pandita Ramabai understood
God to be calling her to focus on the needs of women abused by the Hindu
system of the time.
I began to think that there was a real difference between Hinduism and
Christianity. I asked the Sister who instructed me to tell me what it was
that made the Christians care for, and reclaim “fallen” women.” The
Sister read the story of Christ meeting the Samaritan woman, and His
wonderful discourse on the nature of true worship . . . I had never read or
heard anything like this in the religious books of the Hindus; I realized
after reading the 4th chapter of the Gospel of John, that Christ was truly
the divine Savior he claimed to be, and no one but He could transform
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and uplift the downtrodden women of India. (Noll & Nystrom, 2011, pp.
127–140)

A Passion for Jesus–Biblical Evidence
Michael Green asks what it was “that led the Antiochenes to coin this word
[Christians] for the believers in their midst? It must have been [that] . . . they
were consumed with a passion for Jesus Christ” (Green, 1979, p. 28). Green
would have us notice, “They don’t call themselves Christians . . . they were
called it by others.” They received the name “ . . . because they kept speaking
of Christ, nothing else was so important to them. And the pagans knew it”
(Green, 1979, pp. 27–28).
Such evidence abounds. From the day of Pentecost, the first Christians were
characterized by this passion for Jesus. After Gamaliel warned the rest of the
Sanhedrin against excess in their persecution of the apostles, the Twelve were
only flogged and ordered to not speak in the name of Jesus. “The Apostles left
the Sanhedrin, rejoicing because they had been counted worthy of suffering
disgrace for the Name” (Acts 5:41, NIV, emphasis added). This is in keeping
with the words of one of their number, who responded to previous threats,
“Whether it is right in the sight of God to listen to you rather than to God, you
must judge” (Acts 5:29, ESV).
Just as much of the true missionary work of the early church was done by
those whom Harnack referred to above as “informal missionaries,” so we can
see this passion for Jesus being demonstrated by lay Christians from the beginning. In Acts 19:19, for instance, “a number of those who practiced magic arts
brought their books together and burned them in the sight of all” (ESV),
demonstrating their determination to be holy. At Troas, virtually all the believers (excepting Eutychus!) stayed awake through the night to hear everything
they could that Paul, as Christ’s emissary, had to say (Acts 20:12). The Roman
Christians showed a similar passion for Christ as they journeyed miles to meet
Paul before making their way with him into the heart of the city (Acts 28:15).
In the forward of his translation of the Book of Acts, J. B. Phillips wrote,
It is impossible to study this book without being profoundly stirred and,
to be honest, disturbed. The reader is stirred because he is seeing
Christianity, the real thing, in action for the first time in human history.
The newborn Church, as vulnerable as any human child, having neither
money, influence nor power in the ordinary sense, is setting forth joyfully
and courageously to win the pagan world for God through Christ. Yet we
cannot help feeling disturbed as well as moved, for this is surely the
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church as it was meant to be. It is vigorous and flexible, for these are the
days before it ever became fat and short of breath through prosperity, or
muscle-bound by over-organization . . . But if they were uncomplicated
and naïve by modern standards, we have ruefully to admit that they were
open on the God-ward side in a way that is almost unknown today.
(Phillips, 1955)
A passion for Jesus is undeniably present throughout every depiction of a
faithful and thriving church in the New Testament.

A Passion for Jesus–Historical Evidence
This passion continues throughout the history of our faith.
Charles Finney. Finney was a fervent evangelist of extraordinary success
during the nineteenth century. His efforts were the high-water mark of the
Second Great Awakening (Johnson, 1983, p. 177). Several of his practices had
not been seen before, including “praying for people by name, females praying
in public meetings . . . the use of an anxious seat, inquiry meetings, and the
immediate admission of converts into the churches” (Johnson, 1983, p. 176).
His use of such “new measures” in evangelism engendered criticism from
those who may have envied his results (Rosell and DuPuis, 1989, p. 141).
However, as John Wesley had found in the previous century (Wesley, 1970),
Finney’s passion for Jesus eventually earned the respect of his critics. One
admitted that the evangelist’s personal array of talents in service to God were
“of signal service in enabling Mr. Finney to fathom the deepest recesses of the
human heart, and to throw light on the darkest portions of human character”
(Finney, 2016).
World Christians. Consider one more example. Some of the most robust
and comprehensive passion for Jesus can be found among what Ralph Winter
labeled “World Christians” (Thompson, 1978, p. 5).
For the World Christian, life begins with God, not the world around him,
nor even the need of world evangelism. He is absorbed first in God, and
for that reason he becomes absorbed with humanity. The World Christian
takes up the cause of world missions because he understands that to be
God’s cause. Because “God so loved the world,” the World Christian
absorbed in God is committed to His program of world redemption.
(Thompson, 1978, p. 7)
The believers Winter describes as “World Christians,” as the first-century
Christians Green describes in his books, are enthusiastic contributors to the
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health of their church family. However, enthusiasm does not say enough. The
fire sparked to life by encountering the living Christ through the teaching transforming truth and the experience of dynamic worship, compels the continually
renewed believer to practice authentic fellowship, every member ministry,
shared leadership, care for others, and look beyond self. Beneath it all is this
single underlying urgency: they all had, and have, a passion for Jesus.
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BRUCE MOYER AND ERICH BAUMGARTNER

CARING FOR CROSS-CULTURAL
WORKERS IN RED ZONES
Tribute to Dr. Bruce Campbell Moyer
Dr. Bruce Campbell Moyer was a significant part of the mission of the North
American Division (NAD) of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. In his early
years, Dr. Moyer pastored Seventh-day Adventist churches in the Pacific
Northwest, taught at both Auburn and Columbia Adventist Academies, lectured
in pastoral theology at Solusi University in Zimbabwe, and was associate professor of Theology at Columbia Union College (now called Washington Adventist
University), near Washington, DC. He also served as senior advisor on HIV-AIDS
for ADRA (Adventist Development and Relief Agency), as well as spending eight
years pastoring urban and inner-city churches in Portland, OR, and Takoma
Park, MD.
As his career continued, Dr. Moyer became professor of World Mission and
an advisor to Ph.D. candidates at Andrews University and was heavily involved
in the training of cross-cultural workers and the development of cross-cultural
training curriculum. He also was the co-founder/director of the Center for Global
Urban Mission, a research and training center that developed urban training
programs, urban strategic planning, and urban mission models.
Even in his retirement, Dr. Moyer was heavily involved with a ministry called
“Gospel Outreach.” His work with this ministry involved outreach to Muslims on
three continents.
Dr. Moyer passed away on May 11, 2019, at the age of 82. Shortly before his
death, he wrote: “No tears please. My life has been a great adventure with
Jesus. I have few regrets, and only a couple of bucket list items undone. I have
loved my wife, family and ‘work.’ God has treated me far better than I have
deserved and none of you owe me anything. I have now gone, like Reepicheep,
in Voyage of the Dawn Treader, to my ‘last great adventure,’ when with more
questions than certainties I am face to face with Jesus and all His saints.”
For 10 years, Bruce and I were colleagues, focusing on the preparation of
cross-cultural workers around the world. Like an older brother, Bruce was the
one to introduce me to cultural foods like masala dosa in Omam or red lentil dal
in India. He also taught me to embrace cultural differences not as a threat but
as an opportunity to learn something about God’s beautiful mosaic of the people who make up humanity. On occasion, Bruce’s instincts for keeping people
safe preserved me from getting myself in trouble, which is also reflected in the
following article summarizing sound practices Christian organizations follow to
care for cross-cultural workers operating in difficult places.
The Journal of Applied Christian Leadership is written for Christian leaders
in organizations worldwide, and as such, we recognize the need to disseminate
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helpful information that enables leaders to think about how to work with those
workers working in the red zones. JACL is honored to have received this
manuscript from Dr. Moyer shortly before his death, and we are pleased to
share his writings with you in this issue.
—Erich Baumgartner, Senior Editor of JACL

Introduction
During the last few years, we have received sad reports of Christian crosscultural workers being hurt or killed as they seek to share the love of Jesus
throughout the world. For example:
●

On January 15, 2016, 28 civilians were killed in Burkina Faso by terrorists;
this group of militants opened fire at a cafe and then a hotel across the
street. Among those killed was a 45-year-old US missionary, Mike
Riddering.1 Jihadist violence has flared in Burkina Faso since this event.

●

John All Chau, a 26-year-old American missionary, was killed on a remote
island off the coast of India on November 17, 2018. Chau understood the
danger of attempting to share the gospel with the most isolated tribe in the
world, but stood unafraid for the glory of “declar[ing] Jesus to these people.”2

●

On May 12, 2019, terrorists interrupted a mass service in Dablo, Burkina
Faso, killing the priest and five worshipers. The attackers then burned
down the church.3

●

At the beginning of 2019, Christianity Today published a list of the top 10
most dangerous countries to be a follower of Jesus. These countries, in
order, are:
1.

North Korea

2. Afghanistan
3. Somalia
4. Libya
5. Pakistan
6. Sudan
7. Eritrea
8. Yemen
9. Iran
10. India4
1
Baer, M. (2019). As violence escalates in Burkina Faso, family of slain missionary keeps serving.
Christianity Today. Retrieved from https://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2019/may/terrorismburkina-faso-christian-missionary-family-attack.html
2

Shellnutt, K. (2018). US missionary killed by “world’s most isolated” tribe. Christianity Today. Retrieved from
https://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2018/november/missionary-killed-north-sentinel-isolated-islandtribe-chau.html

3
Burkina Faso church attack: Priest among six killed. (2019). BBC News. Retrieved from
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-48246715
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These areas would all be considered cross-cultural worker red zones. But
what are red zones? Red zones are areas of the world where there is regularly
intense stress and real or perceived threats to one’s safety. These negative
conditions may be due to politics, where revolution, insurgency, or other
armed conflict puts people in harm’s way. They may be due to location, for
example, an area in which destructive battles are being fought between religious groups. Or they may be due to extreme health hazards present, such as
disease or famine. Even frequent natural disasters can cause an area to be
considered a red zone.
Most cross-cultural work entails some risk–even work done in one’s own
country; cross-cultural workers face stressors such as learning a new language,
adapting to a new culture, understanding new verbal and nonverbal cues, and
adapting to a new setting. However, red zones may include added risk; this
topic has been discussed by Raymond Hicks (2002), whose chapter on member
care in red zones has informed this article. Some of these risks include:
●

Potential threats of robbery, rape, or abduction;

●

Death threats;

●

Active attempts to repress Christianity by governments and/or militant
religious leadership;

●

Terrorism;

●

Intense anti-Western sentiment;

●

Random acts of violence, shootings, civilian attacks;

●

High unemployment rates, low wages, and/or large-scale hunger/acute physical needs, accompanied by violence and/or political upheaval (Hicks, 2002).
Additionally, normal ministry situations can become red zones with amaz-

ing rapidity. Weather changes, political upheavals, or “spillovers” from the
conflict in neighboring countries can quickly make a radical impact on a ministry project.
Many “sending” ministries have little experience in caring for workers who
operate in such areas that are beyond the “edges of the typical missionary
envelope.” Thus, when threats are identified, workers are simply extracted
from the situation. However, at other times, the situation becomes volatile too
quickly, and workers cannot be extracted in time. Rwanda was such a case.
When the political firestorm hit in 1994, governments struggled to evacuate
their citizens, even as they were trying to comprehend the situation. In almost
every case, there are warning signs if only both leaders and workers are tuned
4
Shellnut, K. (2019). Asia rising: The top 50 countries where it’s hardest to follow Jesus. Christianity
Today. Retrieved from https://www.christianitytoday.com/news/2019/january/50-worst-christianpersecution-open-doors-world-watch-list.html
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into the news or in touch with the local “grapevine.”
Since the beginning of the 21st century (and specifically since the events of
September 11, 2001), red zones are becoming more prevalent and often unpredictable. For this reason, it is vital that cross-cultural workers and their sending organizations alike be prepared and proactive when it comes to the care
and treatment of workers in red zones.

Proper Care
On September 11, 2001, the world entered a new era of global terrorism.
The world was shocked by the events of that day, as they revealed that no
country–no matter how “safe”–is free from the threat of terrorism. When and
where terrorism will hit is not often predictable. As I write these lines, three
bombs have hit a major religious city in the country that I am visiting; the
entire country has been placed on high alert. I was not anticipating this when
I left home only days ago.
If the church is to be faithful to its commission (Matt. 28:18-20), it must
reach out to all peoples everywhere, safe and less-than-safe. I frequently talk
with sincere church members who tell me that they would love to do mission
work, but only where they are assured of personal safety. After reflection, I
often counsel them to “remain in bed.” While I say this somewhat tongue-incheek, I am not sure where, even in their neighborhoods, they can be assured
of personal safety.
In the broader world today and in the areas yet to be reached, safety is a
luxury, not an assurance. Jesus did not say, “Go into all the safe areas of the
world . . . .” However, He did state, “Whoever wants to be my disciple must
deny themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me. For whoever
wants to save their life will lose it, but whoever loses their life for me will save
it” (Luke 9:23, 24, NIV). In Matthew’s gospel, these words appear in the context of Jesus commissioning His disciples, “Do not suppose that I have come
to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring peace, but a sword . . . .
Whoever finds their life will lose it, and whoever loses their life for my sake
will find it” (Matt.10:34, 39, NIV).
Proper care for workers to be placed in these red zones requires a comprehensive approach that begins with the selection process. This approach
should incorporate such matters as psychological testing, pre- and reverse
pre-departure training, regular in-field contact, and mini-furloughs. It must
also include deliberate post-return critical incident debriefing (CDI) and possibly extended counseling.
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Psychological Testing
Psychological testing is particularly important for those preparing for
ministry service. The stress factors of red zone missions require a meticulous
selection of candidates and their families. As the risk factors intensify, some
individuals and families are more likely to operate well under such stress than
others. While psychological testing will not solve all problems, it will lower
certain risk factors by ensuring that candidates have the mental countenance
to withstand the trials they will likely face.

Pre-Departure Training
Pre-departure training must be upgraded from the three-week program that
is now being offered in my denomination. For instance, additional time needs
to be spent on language acquisition (more than at merely a “survival level”),
studying the local religion, the geopolitical history and current realities, and
instruction in secure communication. Special attention should also be given
to interpersonal communication (strategies for healthy families and healthy
teamwork) and “tent-making” strategies (in areas requiring creative strategy).

Regular In-field Contact and Mini-Furloughs
Regular in-field contact must be maintained with cross-cultural workers
through personal visits and secure communications. This should be augmented by frequent breaks (mini-furloughs) outside of the red zone. Unless workers have regular breaks from the stress they face, they tend to become as dysfunctional as the surrounding context. Many organizations mandate such
mini-furloughs and provide financial support at times to assist personnel in a
getaway. A helpful amount of time might be two to four weeks every six
months. This should be outside of the zone or in “safe houses” outside of the
immediate area.

Reverse Pre-departure Training
As workers prepare to return to their home contexts, reverse pre-departure
training is also essential. This should begin about six months before the crosscultural worker returns and include a re-entry group activity, such as is conducted by the Seventh-day Adventist Church Institute of World Mission.

Post-return Debriefing and Counseling
Post-return debriefing, counseling, and continuing contact is also essential.
Special recognition should be given to all returned workers, and especially to
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the “elite” group that returns from red zones, many of who may experience
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Since temperaments differ and some
stress/traumatic incidents are not apparent or reported, critical stress-incident
debriefing should be mandated for all returning cross-cultural workers either
on furlough or on extended or permanent return. This requirement would
remove any possible burden or feelings of suspicion. Such debriefing also
uncovers hidden stress and trauma situations.
It is important to remember that the care of former cross-cultural workers is
the work of many: the workers themselves, local field offices, the sending
organization, and agencies such as the Institute of World Mission. Without
this coordinated care and attention given to workers’ wellbeing–be it physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual health–workers can quickly experience
burnout.

Debriefing
In the book Doing Member Care Well, Debbie Lovell Hawker (2002) contributes a chapter entitled “Guidelines for Crisis and Routine Debriefing,”
from which the material for this section is taken. Hawker maintains that
while there are different types of debriefing, all returning workers should be
debriefed as a routine matter. Debriefing should occur within 24-72 hours after
a traumatic event. Otherwise, it should happen within the first three weeks
after “re-entry,” allowing for jet-lag recovery. In all cases, routine debriefing
may reveal the need for critical incident debriefing (CID).

Types of Debriefing
The simplest form of debriefing is operational debriefing. This type of
debriefing involves gathering information about the work performed and
about what was achieved. This type of debriefing aims to gain information
about a specific project.
The next form of debriefing is personal debriefing. This level of debriefing
discovers how the individual experienced their work and how these experiences have come together to impact the person him/herself. “The aims are to
offer any support that might be needed and help the individual with re-adjustment processes” (Hawker, 2002, p. 458). For many returning workers, this
type of debriefing is all that is needed; it lets the worker know that he or she is
appreciated, valued, relivant, and affirms what the person accomplished. It
may also suggest how and where the individual should move next in life.
Additionally, this personal debriefing may also uncover more profound diffi-
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culties of stress or trauma that leads to the third level.
The third level of debriefing is Critical Incident Debriefing (CID). This is a
highly structured form of personal debriefing, following a traumatic experience. This type of debrifing aims to help accelerate recovery and prevent posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from developing.

Who Needs Debriefing?
All returning expatriate workers should be debriefed on the first two levels.
This is important for several reasons. To begin with, if it is a standard procedure, it can be viewed without trepidation and does not suggest any failure,
weakness, or suspicion. Secondly, through operational and personal debriefing, the need for CID may be revealed.
Persons experiencing severe trauma, relational loss, or any intense form of
stress need debriefing. It is important to remember, however, that debriefing
is not therapy.

Who Should Conduct Debriefing?
Debriefers should be experienced people with credibility. They should have
a knowledge of and sensitivity for host cultures, possess excellent listening
skills, and be non-judgmental. They must be affirming individuals and be able
to empathize. However, debriefers must be aware of their limitations; due to
the complexity/severity of worker experiences, it may be necessary for
debriefers to refer those being debriefed to another professional. As stated
above, debriefing is not therapy; it may, however, lead to a referral for treatment by a professional.
Debriefing must be viewed in context. It is part of a more extensive system,
including the care of workers that begins with careful selection, adequate training, and continuous support while on assignment. It should also include preparation for returning “home” with debriefing one to three weeks after return, as
well as follow-up or continuing care/referral for further help, if required.
For those who question the need for this extensive package of care for
cross-cultural workers, it is essential to balance these costs with that of
deserting “wounded warriors,” as well as the comparative costs of appropriate
member care versus managing the anger and disillusionment that deserted
“wounded warriors” can cause in their churches.

Guidelines for Administrators and Leaders
During deployment, as well as after their return, workers in red zones
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require extra measures of care. Hicks (2002) offers the following administrator
and leader guidelines, suggesting five things to avoid when working with
cross-cultural workers–specifically those in red zones.

Five Don’ts
1. Avoid overstatements. Even if an administrator or leader has had experiences similar to what the cross-cultural worker is going through, s/he cannot completely understand the worker’s current situation. Additionally,
workers in red zones are extremely sensitive. Statements such as, “I know
exactly what you are going through,” are rarely well-received, especially
when made from the safety and comfort of an office.
2. Avoid downplaying danger and stress. Do not trivialize the “redness” of
a worker’s zone or minimize his or her pain/hurt. Show care and compassion for workers’ experiences by doing more listening than talking.
3. Avoid conflict. Those working in red zones have sufficient conflict already.
There is a time for dealing with difficult issues, but that time is usually not
in emails and phone calls. Save confrontations for face-to-face interactions
outside of the red zone.
4. Avoid increasing personnel workloads. Those working in red zones may
be barely keeping their heads above water as it is. Additional responsibilities/work will only create more stress, frustration, and worry for them.
5. Avoid making decisions without personnel input. Make decisions with
workers, not for (and never against) them.

Ten Dos
Hicks (2002) also offers ten suggestions for ways to tangibly support crosscultural workers.
1. Provide a range of support. Crisis response workshops, spiritual life seminars/retreats, marriage enrichment, supporting family life, etc., are all great
ways to support cross-cultural workers. These are not only beneficial to workers themselves, but are tangible evidence that they are actively cared for.
2. Keep in regular phone contact. The personal aspect of phone calls can be
hugely encouraging to workers in red zones. Calls should be made at least
monthly, but ideally, weekly. Please note that calls may require the use of
“code language,” as many red zone countries monitor phone calls.
3. Listen. Listen for what is said and what goes unsaid. Listen for warning
signs and unspoken cries for help. It is possible that cross-cultural workers
may not know how “in need” they are.
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4. Be an encourager. Just as a family relies on each other for encouragement,
so workers should rely on each other and their sending team for encouragement. Likely workers in red zones are more in need of encouragement than
those working in a less tenuous setting.
5. Provide opportunities for mini-furloughs. Giving cross-cultural workers
a mini-furlough of two weeks every six months is not unreasonable. This is
not a full home leave, but should be outside the conflict area and may
include some (mild) debriefing.
6. Visit. A stay of several days by sending ministry administration and leaders
can provide helpful information, allowing ministry personnel to walk
alongside workers, ministering to them, and better understanding their
day-to-day life, as well as their daily concerns.
7. Provide debriefing opportunities. Whenever possible, conduct a debriefing with workers. For some, a regular CID might be in order. For others, just
listening to them and helping them clarify their thoughts and/or feelings
will be sufficient.
8. Take directive leadership. “If one of your families is slowly falling apart
and heading for a breakdown, be ready to act on their behalf” (Hicks, 2002,
p. 204). Have a plan in place for families working in difficult situations can
be critical to their safety and wellbeing.
9. Monitor. Monitor cross-cultural workers both during and after their red
zone service. As stated above, a great way to do that is by checking in with
them by email, telephone, and personal visits. However, when they leave
the red zone, see to it that they have the opportunity to be involved in CID.
This can help them process their experience and possibly keep them from
having stress-related difficulties later on.
10. Develop a Red Zone protocol and strategy. The sending ministry/agency
must develop a protocol to appropriately respond to red zone instability
and real (or even potential) crises.
As stated before, it is important to remember that all cross-cultural care is
the work of many people; providing comprehensive, consistent care for those
working in red zones is key to creating a successful experience for them. The
rest must be left to God.
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DEAR CLIENT: THIS BOOK
WILL TEACH YOU HOW
TO GET WHAT YOU WANT
FROM CREATIVE PEOPLE
By Bonnie Siegler
New York, NY: Artisan Books (2018)
Kindle edition
Reviewed by LARRY BAILEY
As a pastor, I’m always interested
in new materials and methods that
can enhance the communication and
creativity between clergy and laity.
On both sides, there have always
been certain expectations. When I
first came upon this book title, Dear
Client: This Book Will Teach You How
to Get What You Want from Creative
People, I was immediately captivated.
I reasoned that there were many creative individuals in my two congregations. Here’s a book, I thought, that
will help me to get more productivity
out of reluctant church members.
However, Siegler, a graphic designer,
writes to the contrary.
I assessed that Dear Client can
significantly aid in communications
between congregants and church
leaders. From my perspective as a
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pastor, I read the book as if it was
entitled Dear Member: How to Get
Greater Creativity from Your Pastor
and Other Church Leaders. In
essence, Dear Client is more about
how to draw out greater creativity
from the entity hired than from the
entity doing the hiring. Her argument, as a professional designer, is
that once clients have communicated
their wants to the hired professional
designer, they should not thereafter
try to do the work of the professional
designer; the art of creativity should
be left to the designer. With this recommendation, however, in terms of
church operations, I feel that some
caution should be exercised. Some
church leaders, given their propensities, can take this notion of “exclusive creativity” to a level bordering
on autocracy.
In her introduction, Siegler compares two types of clients, which I
have found also exist in the local
church. She notes that:
Whenever designers get together, we complain about difficult
clients. We’ve all had them.
Relationships that began with
optimism and promise descended into bad feelings. Egos and
insecurities are powerful negative forces. Some clients who
want to appear smart confuse
asking questions with appearing
stupid. Or they think they
should already know the
answers. Others believe that
since we work for them, we’re
simply obligated to just do what
they want even when we think it
is wrong. (loc. 154)
That attitude indeed reminds me of
ministry.
Whereas I chose this book because
I was initially thinking in terms of
how to get more creative results from
clients, which in the church setting
would be represented by “creative
Vol. 13, No. 1 SPRING 2019
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members,” Siegler’s book was written
to achieve the exact opposite results.
She suggests less creativity from the
client to not interfere with the professional creativity of the designer, who
has been hired to come up with fresh
new concepts and winning designs.
She writes, “Ironically, there are
many books for designers about how
we can better work with clients,
which are useful. Most of us want to
understand you, so we can improve
the process. But, as far as I know,
there are no books to help clients better work with creative people, who
are a unique species with a unique
language and not-so-unique insecurities” (loc. 180). As a successful
graphic designer, she describes in 66
lessons how better communications
between designers and their clients
can render more positive working
relationships and results.
Of her fellow tradesmen, she
states:
Creatives are more often than
not sensitive souls, a quality
that helps us create great work.
But this quality also means that
we work better with people who
are trusting and positive.
Although most creative work is
about problem-solving, it’s also
about the human connection
between us and the client.
(loc. 206)
This is especially true in terms of
clergy and laity. Of the 66 lessons
given, all of which are very good, the
ones most meaningful to me in terms
of church operations were, “Be
Honest,” “Have Clarity of Purpose,”
“Decide Who Will Decide,” “Be Open
to Things You Didn’t Imagine,” “Be
Confident, Not Arrogant,” and “The
Power of Encouragement.” I will
share insights on only a few of those
I have mentioned here.
● Honesty: “Be honest about everything because, truth be told, that’s

L A R RY

the surest way to get the best
work. And the alternative is just a
waste of time, energy, and trust”
(loc. 234).
● Clarity: “A clear understanding of
your primary business objective is
crucial” (loc. 273). This is good
advice not only for the business
community but works equally well
in the church.
● Arrogance: “Confidence is a beautiful thing. It’s based on reality–
you know who you are, what
you’re doing, and, most important,
what you don’t know. Someone
who is confident brings out the
best in everyone. When you get
praise from a confident person,
you work harder to get that praise
again. When you are criticized by a
confident person, you take it seriously because you know they only
do so with good reason.
Arrogance, on the other hand,
rarely gets you what you want
from a creative. It’s based on insecurity or fear, both terrible drivers.
You (subconsciously?) need to put
other people down to give the
impression that you, in fact, know
everything and everyone else is
inferior to you. It never works”
(loc. 1105).
● Encouragement: “The power of
encouragement can’t be overstated. Creative brains thrive on psychic payments, so I recommend
you heed this advice in good times
and bad” (loc. 1133).
I highly recommend reading this
book. There were certain troubling
chapter titles and an occasional word
that violated my principles of “whatsoever things are lovely,” but on the
whole, the counsel given was well
received. With the changing of
church dynamics today, as laity is
becoming more vocal and determined
in their expectations of church leaders, both entities must revisit and
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clarify what those expectations are,
especially as we think in terms of
organizational structure and future
sessions.
LARRY BAILEY is currently the pastor of the Triana
and Alpha Seventh-day Adventist Churches, located
respectively in Madison and Decatur, Alabama.

STICKY LEADERS:
THE SECRETS TO
LASTING CHANGE
AND INNOVATION
By Larry Osborne
Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan (2016)
Paperback version, 173 pages
Reviewed by SHAWNA CAMPBELL
Respected pastor and author, Larry
Osborne, has contributed to the guidance of developing leaders who can
use change to alter what has previously
been done. Innovation produces something new, something that has never
been done. Osborne states, “Both have
one common thread: the more that
they’re needed, the more they will be
fiercely resisted” (loc. 17). This explains
why two of the most challenging exercises in leadership are successfully
directing the change process and introducing innovation. Osborne stresses
that with any new venture, failure is
inevitable and the surest result. This is
called a “dirty little secret” in leadership, but once it is understood, it can
bring both stability and creativity to
organizations, especially with leadership that focuses on innovation, creativity, and problem-solving.
The strongest takeaway from
Osborne is how relevant the book is
to current ministry. For an idea to
work, innovation and positive change
must be able to work in the real
world and be accepted by the organization or church in which it is being
implemented. That is useful because
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both seem equally important as we
all strive to make a difference. The
secret to becoming an innovative and
creative church is found in the right
kinds of ideas, and launching the
right types of products, programs,
and initiatives. A church in need of
renewal will have constant change
that feels a little like whiplash.
Osborne writes about the evolution
of a deeply held tradition. Every
church has something that needs to
be revised, or the purpose needs to
be re-evaluated, but change is slow
in coming because of deep-seated tradition that members cannot let go.
“Dysfunctional structures will run
any organization into the proverbial
wall. And if something isn’t done to
change them, the organization will
inevitably shrink to a size that perfectly fits its policies, procedures,
and structure” (loc. 129). How true
this is of churches!
The book gave four essential
points to take away that will contribute to the way leadership happens. First, innovation must be flexible and widely accepted. Osborne
introduces the concept of “serial
innovators”–leaders who try new
things, think outside the box, and
take careful, calculated risks. He
says, “Healthy organizations . . .
can’t just focus on the past. They
must also think about creating the
future . . .” (loc. 30). If a “better”
solution isn’t widely adopted, it’s an
invention, but not an innovation.
Some churches encourage innovation, while others kill it.
The second point is about leadership. Leaders cannot avoid failing, but
good leaders keep mistakes from
becoming fatal. This is sound advice
for every pastor! The key to this is to
“plan in pencil” or be flexible. Leaders
should guide principles instead of
rigid policies. As was discussed, coercion in absolutes does not work.
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The third takeaway is the difference
between mission and vision. A mission
statement explains why a church
exists. A vision statement is a narrative
that describes how success is supposed
to appear. Having a clear mission statement without a detailed vision will
destroy a team, just like having a complete vision without a thorough mission statement leads to lots of activity
with no way to measure success.
The fourth point is breaking
through the barriers that every pastor
needs to ask about their ministry.
Osborne encourages three questions:
What? When? And how? “What”
refers to a great idea; “when” is about
the correct timing, and “how” consists of proper execution. What happens when great effort, thorough efficiency, and exceptional quality don’t
cut it? In other words, what happens
when you “hit the wall?” (loc. 121).
Osborne emphasizes that failure is
the norm for innovation. This doesn’t
exactly encourage a leader to rush
into trying new things. The difference
between innovation, invention, and
trying new things is emphasized and
encouraged. The start of the book can
take a reader by surprise, though. It
sure seems a blow to creativity! Not all
ideas are easy to accept; for example,
“when it comes to growth, change,
and innovation, there’s not much difference between a church, a community organization, and a car dealership. The landmines, roadblocks, and
paths to success are remarkably similar” (loc. 25). To compare the various
organizations together doesn’t appear
like the growth would be relevant to
all. Also, Osborne could have written
a chapter on combining innovation
with faith that would be helpful for
ministry leaders. A question asked is
this: when do we allow God to step in
and take over our limited human
endeavors?
An application takeaway from Sticky

S E A N

Leaders is that the most significant
legacy a pastor can leave their church
will not be found in the changes and
innovations that have his or her name
on them. It will be found in the corporate culture that is left behind.
I would highly recommend the
book Sticky Leaders to all pastors in
God’s work of ministry because it
gave insight for making change within our current culture. As I contemplate the reading of Sticky Leaders,
I realize the importance of creating a
legacy that encourages continual
change and innovation to the pastor,
who fills the role of ministering to
others. From a leader’s perspective,
I can commit to creating a climate
of innovation with an openness to
change, so the leaders coming after
me can stand on my shoulders and
continue making a difference.
SHAWNA CAMPBELL is the associate pastor for
Children’s Ministry at the Loma Linda University
Church in Loma Linda, California.

BUILD YOUR DREAM
TEAM: LEADERSHIP
BASED ON A PASSION
FOR PEOPLE
By Candela Iglesias Chiesa
Books by Candlelight (2016)
Kindle version, 246 pages
Reviewed by SEAN DAY
Build Your Dream Team begins by
having you take inventory of yourself
and your organization by identifying
skillsets, leadership myths, and different types and sources of effective leadership. It then transitions to the process of examining yourself as a leader
and identifying what you want your
leadership to look like, getting into
the nuts and bolts of strategic planning, and time management as
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essential elements of effective leadership. Having assessed our starting
point and identified our goals, Chiesa
breaks down the aspects of forming
an effective team, asserting that the
deliberate development of a leader
will yield a capable, highly functioning team or organization. To that
end, she discusses the importance
and nuances of communication, noting the significance of intentional listening, as well as communication
challenges and how to address them,
revealing the practical applications of
those principles. As a vital component of effective leadership, the
author also examines understanding
conflict and conflict resolution, part
of which includes recognizing our
personal response in such situations:
do we avoid, oblige, or actively seek
to resolve? The final chapter of the
book is a toolbox for various strategies or practices for conflict resolution, whether it be personal conflict
or the leader serving as a mediator
between team members.
A significant strength of Build Your
Dream Team lies in the organization
of the information. Though each section builds off the previous, the reader can also reference specific topics
quickly and independently from
other sections. Whether you’re trying
to evaluate yourself as a leader or
your leadership environment, or
whether you want to develop yourself
as a leader or develop your team, that
information is easily accessible.
Also of value is the practical nature
of the suggestions and tools the author
offers, i.e., setting an agenda for a conversation with a colleague with whom
you may have an issue to not enter into
that conversation haphazardly. She
also suggests strategies for resolving
conflict in a step-by-step format that
can be applied to virtually any problematic situation you seek to resolve.
The author broaches most chapters
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with personal experience in the area
of leadership, making use of that
experience as a unifying thread to put
flesh on the conceptual material
under discussion. She also offers
“clinics” in a downloadable workbook, providing the reader the opportunity to dig deeper into their personal
leadership experience as they apply
the models discussed in the book.
While the book is immensely useful, the author is not an expert in the
topic of leadership, but a researcher
and public health specialist who has
brought together several others’ techniques. She, therefore, does not go as
deep into the topics as one might
hope. At times, the reader can be left
wanting more, though the book is
undoubtedly an excellent starting
place. Additionally, the title of the
book is somewhat misleading, suggesting that the topic of team development will be team-focused, whereas Chiesa’s approach focuses on leader development as the means of team
development.
Many spiritual leaders find themselves at one point or other in ministry questioning their call or ability
to fulfill that calling. Though there is
no Christian or spiritual tone palpable throughout the book, the clinics
utilized by the author and the recognition of specific “leadership myths”
can help a spiritual leader regain
confidence. She also points out that
we are not as deficient as we think,
writing, “You already possess and
have shown leadership characteristics in one area or other of your life.
Identifying these instances provides
a starting platform, clarifying areas of
strengths and highlighting areas of
opportunity where you can focus your
learning on leadership” (loc. 312).
When we can recall those occasions and transfer that success into
our dealings with our parishioners,
self-doubt and low self-esteem,
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which inhibit effective leadership,
are diminished or eliminated.
Further, spiritual leaders are
knowledge workers. We do not work
with a tool to produce a finished
product. Our business is people, and
we must be able to communicate
ideas effectively. Communication is a
hallmark of a pastor’s work, whether
it is through Bible studies, counseling, running a business meeting, or
preaching. Chiesa states,
“Communication is the one single
issue that makes or breaks teams.
Communication is one of the hardest
challenges for teams and organizations, and even for many of us, as
individuals in our personal lives”
(loc. 1764). Her book gives very basic,
yet thorough, instruction needed to
draw individuals together to form a
cohesive unit.
As mentioned above, the author
outlines a very clear strategy for
addressing conflict. When a person’s
life work involves people, conflict is
inevitable. Knowing how to resolve
disputes is an invaluable tool to
possess.
I whole-heartedly recommend this
book to anyone in leadership, especially to ministerial students preparing to enter pastoral ministry. I certainly wish I had had it as a resource
earlier in my career. The author makes
the concepts clear through personal
experience and references to experts in
the fields of leadership, conflict resolution and interpersonal communications, organization, and productivity,
to name a few. A reader of this book
will enjoy a delightful balance of readability and a wealth of information and
application to the task of team building and personal development.
SEAN DAY is a Seventh-day Adventist pastor in the
North Bay District in Florida.
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SMALL CHURCH
ESSENTIALS: FIELDTESTED PRINCIPLES FOR
LEADING A HEALTHY
CONGREGATION OF
UNDER 250
By Karl Vaters
Chicago, IL: Moody Publishers (2018)
Paperback version, 255 pages
Reviewed by R. DAVID MORGAN
Karl Vaters, author of Small Church
Essentials: Field-tested Principles for
Leading a Healthy Congregation of
Under 250, has been a small church
pastor for over 30 years. He has written extensively about his experiences,
including the book The Grasshopper
Myth, to address the topics of church
growth and small church ministry;
Vaters blogs at ChristianityToday.com,
giving a small-church perspective
to innovative leadership concepts.
He is also the founder of
NewSmallChurch.com, a weekly
blog ministry that encourages,
connects, and equips innovative
small church pastors.
Through his work, Vaters has discovered that over 90% of the churches in the world have less than 200
people in attendance, and 80% have
fewer than 100. However, he challenges the notion that this is truly a
bad thing. What if “smallness” is an
advantage God wants to use, as
opposed to a problem we need to
“fix?” Asking this and other questions
resulted in him viewing church health
and leadership in a different way–not
as a means to growth, but as a means
to effectiveness.
Big churches get most of the attention regarding how to do church ministry, yet they are a small part of the
overall church community. This book
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fills the gap in the ongoing discussion
of church growth, an area that is overwhelmingly overlooked and neglected. While many Christian leaders
focus on methods to grow larger
churches, the author encourages us to
focus less on size and more on quality.
This book is full of practical principles
and encouragement to make a small
church a great, healthy church within
the community in which they serve.
The book is composed of four main
sections. The first section addresses
the idea that a small church is not
necessarily broken; furthermore, pastors of smaller churches can minister
well and do not have to settle for less.
Vaters describes many types of
healthy churches and why they stay
small, either by design or as a result
of the kind of work they are called to
do. This can help give small church
pastors a barometer of congregational
health. It should be noted that the
author acknowledges the need for
different sized churches (large and
small) to meet the needs of various
communities and to fulfill the gospel
commission.
The second section outlines the
differences and similarities between
larger and smaller churches, how
people behave in each environment,
and the unique characteristics and
challenges faced by smaller churches.
People, their personalities, and the
overall church culture will have an
impact on new ideas, projects, or
changes a pastor wants to implement;
this will be particularly helpful in
understanding how to lead the
church in accomplishing its mission.
Not only does the author identify and
help the reader understand the
dynamics of various church cultures
and how they affect change, he also
outlines strategies to navigate those
changes within the context of a congregation’s culture. However, Vaters
emphasizes the need for pastors to
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realize that the people are not a
means to an end; they are not merely
tools to be used to create the desired
outcome. People are the result. This is
a refreshing perspective on relationships and is one of the strengths of
this book. It is beneficial for all pastors to recognize that there is no single
factor more important for the health
and vitality of the church than healthy
relationships with Jesus, each other,
and with those they seek to reach.
In the third section, the author
addresses how to bring new life into
an existing small church by dealing
with the chronic issues most pastors
face. Some of the topics discussed
include: recognizing if your church is
strategic or stuck, determining the
cause of the constant problem, knowing how to work with controlling people, minimizing surprises, and noticing if your church needs more direct
hands-on pastoral care. Vaters discusses proven principles to guide
pastors in implementing changes
in a small church setting.
The practical ideologies of this
book are enormously valuable for
small church pastors involved in
everyday ministry. The guidelines for
knowing when and how to start, how
to change or stop a ministry, how to
avoid common mistakes when leading a church through change, and
discovering what your church does
well and then doing it on purpose
are necessary principles for congregations who want to thrive in the continually changing community. The
encouragement to always be changing something and to continue
improving is a significant inspiration
for pastors to view change as a necessity to lead healthy small churches.
The mission of the church is too vital
for any congregation to settle for
“business as usual.”
The final and fourth section of the
book outlines some practical tools
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that can help any church move from
merely being healthy to effectiveness
and greatness. This section begins by
discussing the first-time guest, then
talks about discipleship and leadership, and concludes by examining
outreach. A more welcoming church
will have a far more significant
impact on the lives of its guests;
many people who attend smaller
churches expect to be noticed and to
be a part of the conversation. People
usually visit a church because a
friend invited them, and when they
choose to stay, it is because they have
made friends.
One of the significant benefits of
this book is the GIFT plan for developing a friendlier church. Being intentional and planning for a more welcoming church is by far the most
valuable aspect of this book, and it
applies to churches of all sizes. The
plan outlines a weekly effort for
church leaders and members to:
1) Greet someone you’ve never met
before;
2) Introduce people to each other;
3) Follow up with someone you met
recently; and
4) Thank someone who did something you appreciate.
The discipleship chapter is short
when compared to the space allocated for the other essentials of leading a
healthy small church. Although there
is no shortage of books available
today on the topic of discipleship, the
author takes a rather simple approach
to discipleship–mentoring new
believers. The simple principles outlined in the book are an effective
method of discipleship that has its
origin in the life and ministry of Jesus.
Planning is another practice that
must be intentional for small church
success. Taking time away from the
busy routine of life is essential for the
small church pastor. Get to your cal-
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endar before everyone else does by
scheduling time every week to plan
church events. Vaters prepares in
advance, with a 3-2-1 planning system
that is easy to implement and effective for the busiest small church pastor. The checklist for effective leadership team meetings is relevant and
useful for successful, focused, and
productive meetings. The author
should be commended for including
encouragement to do ministry away
from the church, not just in the
church–a call to get out of your
comfort zone.
I recommend this book to any
pastor or church leader who desires
to fulfill their God-given purpose in
leading a healthy congregation to
become innovative and faithful to the
gospel commission in a small church
context. This book will challenge your
thinking about the impact and effectiveness of small churches while
encouraging one to see ministry in
small congregations in a refreshingly
new way. One will be inspired by the
insights and proven principles that
can help pastors lead a healthy small
church in having a big impact.
DAVID MORGAN is the pastor of the Fairview/Selah
Washington, USA district in the Upper Columbia
Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

THE COACHING HABIT:
SAY LESS, ASK MORE &
CHANGE THE WAY YOU
LEAD FOREVER
By Michael Bungay Stanier
Toronto, ON: Post Hypnotic Press
(2016)
Kindle version, 251 pages
Reviewed by SAMUEL RIEMERSMA
Michael Stanier’s focus is summarized in the title of the book: “How to
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coach people more effectively by saying less and asking more.” Coaching
is one of the most effective leadership
strategies; however, the problem is
that few leaders embrace this leadership method. The few who do embrace
it don’t seem to be very effective at
coaching (loc. 132). This book encourages the reader to create specific
coaching habits and does so in an
informal, accessible writing style.
Stanier encourages the reader to
incorporate seven questions into
their professional interactions, using
these questions in such a way that
they will become habits. He ends
each chapter with a “habit formation
challenge,” in which he encourages
the reader to identify the trigger that
sets off the wrong behavior; he then
encourages them to make a tangible
step towards replacing this with specific new behavior.
The book spends considerable
time explaining the need for creating
healthy communication habits and
demonstrating the science behind
successful habit formation. For this
topic, Stanier leans heavily on
research by Charles Duhigg, author
of The Power of Habit. The frequent
borrowing of ideas is characteristic of
this book, as it contains many references to a great variety of authors.
Some readers might leave with the
impression of well-rounded research;
however, to others, especially those
who have read extensively on the
topic of coaching, this might seem
like a recap of existing research in a
new package.
Before the book launches into the
first question, it addresses the proper
way to ask a question by encouraging
the reader to ask one question at a
time, and not to practice “drive-by
questioning.” This seems like common sense, but the natural response
of people is to bombard their coworkers with questions, which makes
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the conversation feel more like an
interrogation (loc. 208).
The power of this book lies in its
simplicity. The content revolves
around the seven coaching questions,
and each of these questions is so simple that a child can understand them.
The questions are common sense, and
they work. It is surprising to realize
how many times we create unhelpful
habits and say things in our counterproductive interactions. The book is
filled with many real-life examples
that make the theory come alive and
help the reader to see the power of
the specific question (loc. 662).
Stanier filled this book with practical applications for Christian leaders
and anyone with careers in ministry.
One of the practical nuggets in the
book has to do with “taming the
advice monster” (loc. 464). A 1984
study is quoted that found that the
average time for doctors to interrupt
their patients was 18 seconds.
Examples like this make the reader
wonder how long we listen to our
conversation partner before we interrupt them. It also shows the need for
a method to counteract our instincts
to give advice. Asking the “And what
else?” questions not only help us
tame the advice monster, but it is
also a “way to uncover and create
new possibilities” (loc. 502).
Another piece of practical advice
for every person involved in ministry
is the understanding that one can
only coach a person in front of him or
her. If the conversation revolves
around the problems of some other
third person, the best question to ask
is, “What is the real challenge here
for you?” This puts the focus back on
the conversation partner instead of
some other person or circumstance
that we cannot change.
This book contains another
extremely relevant chapter for
Christian leaders, the chapter on
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being helpful. Pastors especially are
under great obligation to please their
parishioners and set an example of
Christian service. The problem the
book brings to the forefront is the fact
that, in their desire to be helpful,
leaders often step in and take over
(loc. 928). By doing so, they raise
their status and lower the status of
those they are trying to “help.” By
asking, “How can I help?” we allow
those around us to determine the
kind of help they need, if any. Also,
this gives leaders the final say in
whether they can fulfill the request.
I give this book my strongest recommendation for any kind of leader
who wants to be more effective in
their interactions–especially those in
ministry. This book is good for anyone who deals with people daily and
who is looking for practical ways to
improve their coaching skills. The
easy reading style and many practical
examples make the material stick. If,
after reading this book, only one of
the coaching habits becomes a habit
in the reader’s life, reading the book
will have been worth it.
SAMUEL RIEMERSMA is the pastor of the Community
Seventh-day Adventist Church in Meridian,
Mississippi.

GOD DREAMS: 12 VISION
TEMPLATES FOR FINDING
AND FOCUSING YOUR
CHURCH’S FUTURE
By Will Mancini and Warren Bird
Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group
(2016)
Paperback version, 261 pages
Reviewed by RYAN ROGERS
Mancini, Bird, and the Auxano
team offer a useful visionary planning tool in the Horizon Storyline
featured in God Dreams. The authors

RYA N

model their value for clearly articulated vision by stating the aim of the
book: “God Dreams is about visionary
leadership in the local church.
Specifically, it’s about articulating a
visionary plan in a way that’s compelling, measurable, and marked by
stunning clarity” (p. xix). They first
expose the great need for clearly
articulated vision. They argue that
when a church is pursuing God’s
dream for their congregation, they
must not settle for a generic, fuzzy
vision or fall into the pit of “obsessing with now.” The rest of the book
unfolds a practical tool, the Horizon
Storyline, designed for helping leaders achieve visionary planning in
their church.
The Horizon Storyline achieves a
harmony of accessible simplicity and
compelling structure. It is accessible
in that a church’s visionary plan can
be shared in a single picture that can
be sketched on a napkin in two minutes. It places short-term priorities
and long-range vision on a single
page, within the same frame. It
includes a compelling structure by
offering four distinct depths of vision
in the four different horizons of a picture. The priorities for the next 90
days catch the eye in the “foreground.” They are easily associated
with the single most crucial emphasis
for the next year in the “midground.”
The “background vision” includes
the four most important strategies for
the next three years. All of this moves
toward one clear vision for the longrange (5-20 year) future of the
church, which is referred to as
“beyond the horizon vision.” The
accessible and compelling visual that
this tool provides has the potential to
communicate church vision with
remarkable clarity and in a way that
draws people in.
God Dreams speeds up your team’s
ability to picture the future through
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the use of templates (p. 68). The 12
vision templates are a meaningful
contribution to visionary leadership
in that they provide starting places
from which to explore vision, and
they give practical steps for gaining
clarity. The templates bring an element of objectivity into the oft intangible world of visioning. These templates are grouped into four “quadrants” of vision–a vision that
advances, rescues, becomes, and
overflows. Each category is further
broken down into three templates.
Each template provides a place for
conversation to start.
Additionally, four questions are
used to score each template, offering
an objective scoring system to help
give clarity. The four quadrants and
12 templates are effective tools to
help churches see themselves. One
template will not match their vision
while another gives articulation as to
how they recognize God moving.
God Dreams has additional value
for church visionaries through its
intentionally clear visual layout. The
illustrations and structure of the book
contribute to the desired goal of clarity. The preface includes a visual
overview of the entire book. Each template is captured by an expressive and
memorable graphic that aids in visualization. Further, each template is
described with a pattern that colors in
the template from different angles. For
each template there is a quick definition, personal snapshot, biblical
reflection, metaphor for communication, historical example, contemporary example, and a personal exercise.
Additionally, the book is filled
with illustrations and examples that
help clarify the vision process. The
Horizon Storyline itself, being displayed like a picture, is designed to
be visual for better vision communicating. Additionally, God Dreams
offers online resources, graphics, and
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tools that complement the material in
this book.
This book could be improved by
condensing the material that serves
as the introduction to the Horizon
Storyline, which is not introduced
until chapter 5. These first four chapters offer a meaningful apologetic for
clear vision. They point out the need
for vision and motivate the reader
toward clarity. Some of this is necessary, but a significant amount of time
spent on this takes away from the
value of the primary tool offered in
the book, the Horizon Storyline. It
feels as though the early chapters are
trying to sell a tool, but the sales
pitch takes too long before introducing the product. The reader is left to
wonder if the tool will live up to the
build-up. It is a welcomed surprise to
realize that the tool has a standalone
quality that shines without lengthy
persuasion. The overall intention of
this book would be better served if
the beginning section was reduced
and the Horizon Storyline was introduced sooner.
God Dreams is quality work, a
product of more than ten years and
10,000 hours of church vision consulting. I highly recommend this
book for church leaders who desire a
quality guiding structure for visioning and planning. The visionary planning process outlined in this book is
visually comprehensible, accessible,
compelling, and reproducible.
Ultimately, God Dreams seeks to
invite leaders and churches into
the “freedom and confidence that
is possible with a vision marked by
increased clarity” (p. xxi).
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DISSERTATION NOTICES
Anderson, G. (2017). Leadership
traits of long-tenured youth
ministers in Churches of Christ.
Ed.D., Pepperdine University,
ProQuest Dissertations
Publishing. 10607328.
Although typically not responsible
for leadership decision-making that
impacts the spiritual growth of the
entire organization, youth ministers
play a vital leadership role in congregational health as leaders of smaller
communities within greater communities of faith. This leadership role is
threatened by numerous challenges
facing youth ministers today. Specific
to this study, the vital role of youth
ministry in Churches of Christ is
threatened by high turnover rates
of those within the profession. The
purpose of this study was to determine leadership practices and
strategies that are employed by
long-tenured youth ministers in
Churches of Christ, identify the challenges those ministers have faced in
implementing leadership practices,
discover how they measure successful
youth ministry leadership strategies
and practices, and ascertain their recommendations for implementing leadership strategies and practices.
Key study findings identified 70
themes that answered four research
questions. Specifically, self-awareness
was the top trait study participants
used to describe themselves as leaders. Additionally, participants identified creating an others-focused environment as the top strategy as a contributor to a long tenure at the same
church. The findings of this study
have substantive implications for
men and women considering youth
ministry as a career or calling and
for institutions of learning that train
those preparing for the youth ministry
profession.

Garza, O. (2018). The relationship
between leadership style and
conflict management style of
Christian pastors. Ed.D., Grand
Canyon University, ProQuest
Dissertations Publishing.
10793453.
The focus of this quantitative,
correlational study was to determine
if, and to what extent, a relationship
exists between leadership style and
conflict management style of Christian
pastors. The sample consisted of 84
participants from denominational and
non-denominational churches affiliated with the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, El Paso Youth Ministry
Network, and Youth for Christ organizations in El Paso, Texas. The data for
the study were gathered through the
Leadership Grid Questionnaire and
the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode
Instrument to identify leadership style
and conflict management style. Four
research questions guided the study,
and the data were analyzed through
Pearson’s correlation for questions
one and three and simple linear
regression for questions two and four.
The results of the study indicated
that there is no relationship between
the independent variable of peopleoriented leadership style and the
dependent variables of competing,
collaborating, compromising, avoiding, and accommodating conflict
management styles. The study also
showed that no relationship exists
between the independent variable of
production-oriented leadership style
and any of the five conflict management styles. Simple linear regression
analysis indicated that the independent variables (leadership style) did
not predict the dependent variables
(conflict management styles)
in the study.
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Jessie, K. A. S. (2017). Contextual
model for local congregational
leadership development in the
Bridge Network of Churches in
Virginia. D.Min., Regent
University, ProQuest
Dissertations Publishing.
10745768.
Churches in the Bridge Network of
Churches (BNoC) are using church
members to lead ministries. These
individuals have passion, skills, and
potential for leadership, but lack a
leadership training process in their
local church setting. Most pastors do
not have the additional time to create
a leadership training process to develop the full potential of these ministry
leaders. Therefore, the BNoC developed a plan to train ministry leaders
in basic leadership skills.
A collaborative, four-phase leadership development process was created. In the first phase, the pastor
assesses his leadership team’s needs
with a BNoC staff member. In the second phase, ministry leaders participate in a one-day self-discovery retreat
led by BNoC staff. The third phase
contains two parts: six monthly classroom experiences and six monthly
coaching sessions. The fourth phase is
spiritual growth through daily prayer
and Bible readings, journaling three
times a week, and planning and delivering a leadership devotional.
Each individual training experience
had most of the ministry leaders without competence in an area gaining
knowledge and skills important for
effective ministry. With these results,
the author believes the project provided the knowledge and skills necessary
for the participants to become effective in ministry leadership.
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Posey, S. (2017). Principles for
Christian leaders training in the
Mongolian context. D.Min.,
Trinity International University,
ProQuest Dissertations
Publishing. 13424370.
This project was designed to discover key leadership principles to serve as
the basis for leadership training curriculum for emerging Christian leaders
in the Mongolian cultural setting.
Furthermore, it sought to discover
effective pedagogical principals and
methods to be employed in teaching
the material to the anticipated participants, adult Mongolian learners.
The methodological research was
based on a qualitative methods strategy. Eleven information-rich Mongolian
Christian leaders were interviewed.
Two Mongolian university professors,
representatives of the sociological and
anthropological sciences, and two
expatriate missionaries resident in the
country for over ten years and
involved in developing leaders were
also interviewed using the instrument.
Research also included a study of
contemporary scholarly leadership literature, both secular and Christian. A biblical study of representative, Godly leaders in search of the leadership principles that characterize their lives and
ministry was undertaken in conjunction
with qualitative and literary research.
The key conclusion of the project
research was that in spite of a cultural
preponderance of dictatorial leadership, ethnographic respondents, literature, and biblical study indicated
that a leadership curriculum for
Mongolian Christian leaders should
focus on the dynamics of servant leadership, as espoused in the Bible, and
its practical application in Mongolian
society. Pedagogically an adult learner
strategy needs to be used in teaching
the training curriculum comprised of
leadership principles.
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Satyaputra, A. G. (2017). The relationship between the transformational leadership style of
Indonesian Evangelical pastors
and their followers’ commitment
to change in church ministry in
Indonesia. Ph.D., Biola University,
ProQuest Dissertations Publishing.
10748401.
This quantitative study used
the theory of Transformational
Leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1995),
the theory of Commitment to Change
(Herscovitch & Meyer, 2002), and the
theological-biblical concept of transformational leadership and commitment to study the relationship
between Indonesian Evangelical
pastors’ transformational leadership
and their followers’ commitment to
change.
The purposive sample was
Indonesian Evangelical pastors who
were members of the Communion of
Chinese Churches (COCCI) and served
in top-level church leadership.
The result of the Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire showed
that Indonesian Evangelical pastors
expressed higher transformational
scores in all sub-scales than other
leadership styles. The result from the
Commitment to Change Scale showed
that the pastors’ followers expressed
higher normative commitment to
change scores than other types of
commitment to change. In general,
followers had a relatively strong
commitment to change.
In conclusion, this exploratory
study showed some significant relationships between pastors’ leadership styles and followers’ commitment to change. Further examination
may lead to a better understanding
of Indonesian Evangelical pastors’
transformational leadership and their
followers’ commitment to change.

Williams, D. R., (2019).
Phenomenological study of
encouragement as a protective
factor for new Christian pastors.
Ed.D., Grand Canyon University,
ProQuest Dissertations
Publishing. 13903419.
The purpose of this qualitative phenomenological study was to explore
the lived experiences of encouragement as a protective factor for newly
appointed Christian pastors in the
United States during the first year of
their pastoral appointment, using indepth interviews. The overarching
research question that guided this
study asked, “What are the lived
experiences of encouragement as a
protective factor for newly appointed
Christian pastors during their first
year of pastoral appointment?”
Eight themes emerged. Those
themes found that new Christian pastors acknowledge their calling from
God as a major source of encouragement, need encouragement to ameliorate emotional vulnerability, need
encouragement to persevere when
confronting problems, credit encouragement for instilling confidence to
pursue potential, describe components of successful encouragement
messages, rely on their encouragement networks, deem self-encouragement vital for thriving in their new
roles, and value encouragement
when combined with organizational
support. The findings in this research
affirmed that for new Christian pastors, the foci, effectiveness, and
atmosphere of encouragement could
be described by three encouraging
elements: who encourages, what is
said in the encouragement messages,
and when the encouragement
encounters occur.
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THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP MISSION
“To provide a peer-reviewed published dialogue of applied research in Christian servant leadership
across denominational, cultural, and disciplinary environments.”
This mission involves several elements that provide a greater sense for what the Journal seeks
to accomplish. Explaining key words serves as a window into the “culture” of those operating the
Journal of Applied Christian Leadership.
Peer-reviewed: This element describes the editorial nature of the Journal. The Journal encourages articles for publication that
will be reviewed by peers in the field of leadership for evaluation both in content and style. This process will include ways of
improving and/or other resources that might be considered as part of the dialogue. This will also allow for an expansion of
the field to occur so that at the time of publication the article can have a wider audience.
Published: Our initial goal is that the Journal be a semi-annual publication with an eye of shifting toward a quarterly and then
possibly monthly at some future point.
Dialogue: Descriptive of the nature of the inquiry, the Journal seeks to encourage a respectful dialogue between scholars,
students and practitioners of leadership. Writers will present their findings in ways that while prescriptive also encourage
dissent and a shared conversation.
Applied: The content of what is presented derives from strategies, principles, philosophies, and dynamic elements of leadership put into practice in a host of varied environments. What is presented is not an untried theory but a “theory-in-use” applicable
to a place and time. Therefore, editors ask writers to use non-technical language accessible to practitioners.
Research: There are many leadership journals that provide an “anecdotal” approach to understanding leadership. While this
approach is vital to growth in understanding, the rigor of research-based studies is vital as well to give a more rounded viewpoint toward leadership. Therefore, the vast majority of approved articles will consist of a research base to understanding.
This is a core component of the Journal.
Christian: A second core component of the Journal is the focus of Christian principles as they intersect with leadership in
action. While there will no doubt be “Christian” principles located in non-Christian environments, the tenor of the Journal will
be based upon Scriptural elements of leadership.
Servant: A third core component of the Journal is the centrality of Servant Leadership. While this nomenclature is widespread
today (even outside Christian circles), we recognize that “servant” leadership arises largely out of the life and leadership of
Jesus Christ, and as expressed powerfully by the Apostle Paul in Philippians 2. It is our dynamic understanding of His life
and this passage that serves as a platform for our understanding of this core component.
Leadership: Every endeavor in human history has involved a leader of one type or another. The Journal is about leadership.
It is about the way people motivate, inspire, and lead others to accomplish as a group what could never be accomplished
by themselves, all the while providing a dynamic transformation for all involved.
Across: Leadership is exemplified across religious, racial, and national boundaries. Fundamental to a dynamic understanding
and application of leadership is a soul belief that no one group has sole propriety of leadership wisdom. In fact, when the
discourse concerning leadership transcends all time and space our comprehension expands and our practice of leadership
moves with greater effectiveness.
Denominational: This first of three environments demonstrates the Journal’s fundamental worldview that learning can take
place regardless of creed and denominational divides. In fact, the more one studies various leadership issues throughout
the denominational world, the clearer becomes the commonality of our leadership challenges. Since the Journal centers
upon Christian leadership, it is imperative that our research expand beyond denominational borders.
Cultural: One of the greatest challenges facing any organization in the 21st century is the growing expanse of globalization.
Whether that globalization is reflected in micro-globalization through immigration or macro-globalization through increased
universal communication and transportation, fundamental to any leader of the 21st century is the ability to lead across national,
sub-cultural, and multi-cultural boundaries.
Disciplinary: A final arena where boundaries can be removed for the benefit of leadership comprehension is this vital area of
academic disciplines. More often than not, various schools have made leadership the focus of study. Each school has provided incredible insight into the theory, philosophy, and practice of leadership. However, if our leadership comprehension is to
expand, it will require the synergy of cross-disciplinary dialogue to occur. Increasingly in the leadership world, contribution is
coming from such schools as history, sociology, theology, and even philosophy. To deny the interdisciplinary dynamic of leadership comprehension would substantially minimize and/or prevent leadership learning.
Environments: Finally, the Journal recognizes that the culture of leadership is influenced by the various environments where
leadership is practiced and the skills honed. From the military arena (in either a peace-time environment or war-time environment) to the entertainment arena, leadership spans the limitations of environmental factors. Leadership is played out in the
symphony hall as well as the science lab as well as the sports arena. If leaders are to grow so that followers and organizations and our world can become a better place, it is imperative that our understanding of leadership cross the expanse of
time and space.
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